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at-grandfather, Jim Lawson. He lives up to the tenets of Faith, Chdty, and Loyalty better than
anyone else I know.
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The End of the Hunt,

Dieter pushed his way between the trees. Thorny branches
ripped at his clammy hands and his chest tightened up,
making it hard for him to breathe. Two red dots lit up in
front of him and he heard a strange hissing, like a steaming
teakettle. Dieter swung his torch around, illuminating a
small gray creature that looked like a cross between a lizard
and a wolf. It leapt through the air at him and he whipped
the torch around. Francis looked up in time to see the
blazing branch strike the beast in the side before it fled into
the darkness with a howl.
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After calming the horses and making his way back to the
fire, Dieter collapsed on the warm woolen blanket. “We
should’ve listened to the warnings about this place, Francis.”
The older man nodded, pointedly throwing another log on
the fire. “Probably. Unfortunately, we couldn’t delay our
journey long enough to go through it during the day. The
hunter was pressing us hard right up to the edge of the
forest. I’m not sure what he wanted, but it’s nothing good.”
Dieter grimaced at the mention of the eerie man who had
followed them for so many miles. The man they had come
to refer to as “the hunter” had shown himself several times,
apparently in jest, and contemptuously ignored their
attempts to shake him. “True enough. Still, we might have
been better off facing him than the evils in this forest.”
Francis laughed mirthlessly. “From what we’ve seen of hnn,
I doubt it. In any event, we’ll keep a watch tonight, and we’ll
be out of the woods by tomorrow. Get some sleep, and I’ll
wake you later.”
Dieter curled up near the fire and looked up at Francis. “I
told you not to rob that bishop. My Uncle Sigmund always
said that robbing priests is ill luck.”
“Nonsense. We got a fine horse and a hefty pouch of
gdders from him.Q ~ your
t worrying and go to sleep.”
Dieter shrugged, unwilling to pursue the argument and
wrapped himself in his bedroll. “Good night, Francis.”
Settling down for his watch, with his heavy canvas cloak
keeping off the night’s chill, Francis just grunted.
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organization is stru
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There are some questions better left unanswered.

Do you really want to know what the shadows conceal?
What if the truth was so terrible that you could never bring
yourself to walk down a dark alley again? What if merely
knowing the truth put you in constant danger for your life?
Would it be worth the knowledge? What if this truth
allowed you to do a great deal of good for your fellow man?
Would you accept the burden then? If so, then you have an
inkling of what drives the Black Crosses.
Centuries ago, they were forced into hiding because of
politics and greed. Most of them were killed. Those who
survived were furious and driven by revenge. However, in
the process of avenging their brothers they discovered
something that made their petty vendetta completely
irrelevant. In fact, it made their entire lives up to that point
irrelevant. What they had discovered could mean the end
of humanity if they didn’t do something about it.
They knew that they needed power and money to protect
mankind, so they turned to the one person they knew who
had both in abundance - the Hierophant. In exchange,
they had to agree to serve the Church and his personal
agenda. Considering the stakes on the table, no bargain was
too costly if it would get them the things they needed. No
price was too high. No deed was too vile. They couldn’t
afford to be gentlemen any more.

This book explains the Black Crosses and their secrets. It is
broken down into four chapters - one for each of the four
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“The horses smell something, Dieter. Go take a look.

firnos.”
There was a rustle in the camp, then footsteps began to
approach his hiding place. He began to sweat and hoped
that the ointment wouldn’t wash off. Moments passed as he
heard the younger man tending to his horse, and then the
beast on his shoulders shifted and rustled a nearby bush.
The horses began to panic as they caught the creature’s
scent. He cursed silently to himself.
“Francis, there’s something in the bushes!”
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He fought to remain still as the Castillian replied, “Well, quit
playing with that horse and check it out.”
Footsteps approached his position and he felt the heat of
torchlight on his back. As the light fell upon it, the creature
on his shoulder began to hiss loudly. It seemed impossible
that Dieter had not spotted him even if he was distracted.
After a moment, he felt the little horror leap from his back.
There was a meaty thud, a howl of pain, and a rustling in
the bushes as the beast ran off into the woods. He listened
as Dieter walked away, still unaware of his presence.
Cautiously opening his eyes, he slowly wiped away a drop
of sweat that was threatening to fall on the dead leaves
beneath him.
He smiled grimly to himself. He had made no sound, just
as Kazi had taught him, and he felt a flush of pride at the
thought. Even the little savage would be proud of him,
though he would never offer a word of praise. Hailing from
a little-known island off the southwestern shores of Thkah,
Kazi believed that a spoken compliment was an insult - an
admission to a lack of faith in another man’s abilities.
The hunter looked up, squinting to preserve his night vision
from the fire. The two men had talked for a while longer,
rehashing the robbery of the Bishop as usual, and now the
young Vendel was going to sleep. After the close call with
the kobold, he knew that it was time to end this game.
Drawing his two pistols, he brought them to bear on the
Castillian’s chest and squeezed the triggers...

Kreuzritter (dee KROYTSrit-ter; The

In 347 AV, by decree of the Heros Coun

Much of their history

Any player may read this section. It contains information
that is generally known about the Black Crosses and their
destruction. In other words, this is what every ThCan knows
or could know if he stopped someone on the street and
asked them about the Black Crosses.

The Hospital of the First Witness
The Black Crosses had their humble origins in the year 308
AV, at the city of Zafara in the Crescent Empire. Originally
founded by an Eisen Crusader and his wife, the Black
Crosses were nothing more than a few healers tending to
wounds beneath a ship’s s a i l that was used as a makeshift
shelter from the sun. Thanks to donations from their
grateful patients, when the Crusaders took the city the
shelter was rebuilt as a more permanent hospital - the
Hospital of the First Witness in Zafara.

and money from grateful p
They built monasteries to expan
over Thkah, and maintained do
army and helped to main
Council. Scandals over missing
sale of lands were not uncommo

Vodacce Senators

Over time, the hospital became known for its good works.
The healers treated everyone who came to them for aid,
Crusader and Crescent alike. Word spread far and wide of
the charitable hospital until even the Crescents knew its
name; they have never attacked it to this day.
Within a few years, the city asked the hospital to expand its
duties to include an order of peacekeepers, so a
constabulary force was created that successfully kept peace
in Zafara for many years.
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“Kurgen and his men rode up on their steeds, then he
dismounted and removed the tackle from his animal.
Slapping the horse on the rear, he watched it gallop away
and said, ‘Free the horses, men. Give them a chance to
avoid theImperator’s grasp, even if we cannot.’ The
Knights all dismounted and followed his example, and as
our commander watched the horses run into the woods, he
cursed angrily, for he knew they were valuable animals and
it would take many hours to catch them all. In spite of the
work it would surely mean for me, I had to smile at the
Knights’ audacity.
“Then the Hochmeister stepped up on a stump, his
advanced years falling away as he gave the last speech of his
life. I suspect that he intended it as much for our ears as for
theirs:

“‘I know this is a terrible thing I have asked of you today.
No man wants to die, and nothing in the world can change
that. However, something is at stake here that is bigger than
our lives. Today we fight for our very souls, and the soul of

our Order. For we stand here accused of heresy. We, who
have devoted our lives to the Church. We, who have spent
so many hours comforting the sick and dying. We find
ourselves excommunicated by the Hierophant’s order and
our souls damned to the Abyss. This is the reward for our
long years of service.
‘“But let us not waste our last moments in bitter
recriminations. We know who has wronged us, and we
know that Theus will make him pay for his crimes. This day,
let us instead focus on the things that Theus has permitted
us to accomplish. We have been men of honor and valor all
of our lives. Let it never be said of us that we failed in this
last hour. More than any other time in our lives, we will be
remembered for what we do here today, on this field. The
accusations they have cast at our feet will fade and be
forgotten, just as the men who made them, but the deeds
performed here today will live forever in the hearts of men.
“‘Today we may die, but we will die like men. Let us pray.’
“With that, the entire Order of Knights knelt as one, and as
we watched, the sun pierced through the fog of the morning
and shone on them. I cannot ever remember being so filed
with awe as I was at that moment”
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Although the Black Crosses fought bravely that day, the
outcome of the battle was never in question, and the Order
of Die Kreuzritter was wiped fi-om ThCah forever.

Angry at the losses his army took in the battle, Arvid had
the Black Crosses carelessly buried in a mass grave, and
only upon his death several years later did Logan III
attempt to make up for his misdeeds by pardoning the
Order and having their bodies reburied in proper graves
near Tannen. When the workers dug up the bodies, they
were astonished to find that not a single corpse had been
looted by the Imperator’s men after the battle. Each was
buried with his full arms, and the Hochmeister wore a
priceless jeweled cross. Apparently the soldiers had been
afraid to disturb the remains of the Knights, for fear that the
Black Crosses’ condemned spirits would haunt them to their
own graves.

Everything detailed in the Pub
one key fact. The Black Crosse
Battle of Tannen. Hieroph
Hochmeister a letter warning him
to discredit and destroy the Order.
could do nothing to help the Black
had too great a stranglehold o
offered them sanctuary. A token
behmd to be destroyed if the d
and those who survived would

but the Black Crosses would

heard. “Calm down! We’ll just have to bide our time, that’s
all. Arvid can’t live forever.”

Knights, Hochmeister Kurgen among
behind as part of the sacrificial army.
these Knights by sight., and if they
know something was

The most respected Knights remaining in the Order - three
brothers named Philip, Joseph, and Antoine - looked at
each other and tore the crosses from their necks before
throwing them to the ground. Philip spoke, “Our brothers
didn’t sacrifice their lives so that we could ‘bide our time’!”
Turning, the three Knights began to leave, and a trail of
others moved to follow them.

y that his hands began to
overran the Knights’ line,
d to hold their ground and fight
each Knight died, and recorded
joining his brethren. Later, his
basis of the firstJournal of the

Judith‘s voice cut through the room. “That’s right, I forgot.
They gave their lives so that you could all quit the moment
things didn’t go your way. My apologies. I mistook you for
Knights of the Black Cross.”
The departing Knights paused for a moment, and Edward
stepped into their path, raising his journal in front of hun.
“You know what this book contains, what it represents. It is
the memory of our brothers. If you walk out now, you spit
on their memory. I won’t allow you to do this unless you
can prove to me it’s truly what you want.”

Philip looked at the battered, tear-stained sheaf of pages for
a moment and then spat on it. “Let’s go,” he said, turning
th, fled the country under the
set out., they gdded their
ards to disguise themselves.
enary warband on their way
on them - the deception
tille without incident. Once
an audience with the Hierophant.
ed entry, and the details of that
ded or repeated. When she
she addressed the men. “The
estow a monastery upon us
in peace. Although he has
ot save the Order.”
am of emotions that the Knights
and they began cursing, shouting,
Judith struggled to make herself

to his brothers. They did not follow. Questioningly, he
looked back at them. “Joseph? Antoine?” Mutely, they
shook their heads, staring at their feet. “Fine. I’ll kill Arvid
myself. You stay here and ‘bide your time’.” Angrily, he
stalked out the door.
Several weeks later, Philip spent his last screaming breaths
on the Imperator’s rack. Though enraged at his brethren’s
cowardice and failure to support him,not a word of their
survival passed his bloodstained lips. He remained true to
his vows to the end.

The Wall of Honor
Upon receiving word of his death, Judith gathered the
Knights in the basement of their new monastery in
Altamira. Drawing her knife, she etched Philip’s name into
the stone wall. “This is the Wall of Honor. Philip could have
betrayed us all with a word, but he chose to die with our

secret unspoken. Although he allowed his anger to control
him, he was still one of us, and his loyalty cannot be
questioned.”
Antoine spoke, “Thank you, Hochmeister. My brother and
I appreciate this, but will we be writing the names of the
others here?”

pick-axe broke through into a dark cav
gathered around, curious to see what he

Judith thought for a moment, “No. They have Tannen, and
an immortality that few men could ever aspire to. AU we
have is each other. This honor is just for US.” She then
turned and drove her knife into a crack between two stones
and hung her cross from it. “May Theus receive you and
hold you near, Philip.” The two brothers then removed their
crosses and hung them from the knife as well.
Antoine looked at Judith. “I want him when the time is
right. The Imperator’s life is mine.”

building melted away into nothingnes
“Close that shutter!” snapped Judi

She nodded grimly, “You will have him, Brother. His life is
yours.”
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Gerald wanted to alert the other Black Crosses that she was
better, but Judith instead ordered him to saddle two of the
fastest horses. They were going to see the Hierophant
again...

she saw on that first trip into
spoke of the experience, but
ere probably similar to what
probably stood atop a black
same geographic features as the
f the monastery or any

Judith walked right up to him without observing any of the
usual protocols and began speaking to the Hierophant in
hushed tones. Logan stared at her in increasing confusion,
obviously concerned that her long exile had driven her
insane. As for Judith, she kept glancing at one of the
Hierophant’s advisors - a woman named Oriana Villazio.
Gradually,Judith stopped speaking and simply stared at the
advisor, squinting her eyes and turning her head from side
to side. Then her eyes widened, she drew her sword and,
before anyone could stop her, plunged it into Oriana’s
chest. The Hierophant’s guards were on her in an instant,
but Gerald was faster, parrying the attacks of three men at
once but losing ground quickly. ThenJudith stepped on the
dead woman’s hand, crushing a ring that she had been
wearing, and the fight came to an abrupt halt.
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The First Stranger
Arriving as they did - two unknown warriors with no proof
of their identity -Judith and Gerald were detained at the
gate of the Hierophant’s estate, Finally begging a piece of
paper and some charcoal, Judith drew a black cross on the
paper and had it sent to theHierophant. A few minutes
later, they were admitted, and ushered into Logan’s
presence.

The air around the corpse shimmered for a moment, and
then Oriana’s true form was revealed. The creature
resembled an enormous, upright grasshopper. Obviously
Oriana Villazio wasn’t human and never had been. After a
moment of shocked silence, Logan managed to speak. “Let
us speak in private, Hochmeister Losch. Guards, take that...
thing and place it in the catacombs.”
The two then closeted themselves together in the
Hierophant’s private quarters for over an hour. When they
reemerged, the fate of the Black Crosses had changed
forever.

The Pact
Judith knew that there was a barrier protecting the world
from something - she had seen it in the realm beyond the
Shadow. She also knew that something was trying to break
through. Most importantly, she knew that at least one
creature had already succeeded, and had managed to
become a trusted advisor to one of the most powerful men
in the world. It was obvious that mankind was under attack,
and a counterattack was needed. So she cut a deal with
Logan.
The Black Crosses would protect the Hierophant against
both human and inhuman foes, and the Church would
provide them with whatever they needed to fight these
“strangers.” The Order would answer only to the
Hierophant himself, and had the power to seal off
dangerous areas and venture into places forbidden to most
people. Die Kreuzritter was reborn, this time as a secret
organization dedicated to fighting the enemies of humanity.
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and Gerald returne

told them of the deal she
She explained that s
eye, it had revealed its true form.

need weapons for their fight mere swords.
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. After a moment
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sinated Imperator Arvid in his
perties of the “nightblade”
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Paths. During this time, the Knights discovered the cloaks’
limited lifespan away from the cauldron. The cloaks had to
be re-immersed in the cauldron once every 24 hours, or
they would dissolve into nothing. This knowledge cost them
one of the four precious garments to acquire. Eventually,
Knights who could enter the Dark Paths became more
common and were organized into an elite group known as
the Phantom Guards.

s

The Vi ilants
After exp oring the rest of the underground city, Judith
assigned several Knights to watch over it and to destroy it if
an outsider ever threatened to capture the city. She
cautioned them to “keep a vigdant watch over the ruins”,
thus coining the name of the future sect - the Vigilants.
These Knights would later become lonesome hunters,
seeking out Syrneth ruins of enormous power and
destroying them. Those who broke the rules or disobeyed
orders were sent to remote parts of Thkah to guard
particularIy troublesome ruins for years at a time.

lack Crosses to take
ve recharged every year, and

The Port6 Connection

the Dark Paths, but

then, the cloaks were
ghts had to enter the Dark

It was during the latter period of the 15th century that the
Black Crosses learned the terrible secret about Port6
sorcery. One of the Kmghts, making his way through the
Dark Paths, witnessed a hole tearing itself into the barrier in
the sky. The edges of the tear were torn and bleeding, like
the portals used by Montaigne Port6 sorcerers. Worse, the
hole did not completely heal itself afterward, but left a tiny
wound in the barrier.
Over time, tears such as that could be enlarged to allow
creatures such as the Hierophant’s “advisor” through the
barrier. With the aid of a friendly Port6 mage, the Knights
experimented and discovered that Port6 was indeed the
cause of these rips. However, they could do nothing about
it except patrol the Dark Paths, lulling any Strangers that

broke through. There were simply too many Port6 mages in
hiding to kill them all, and the Knights were leery of such
an ethically suspect undertaking. It didn’t seem right to lull
a child, for instance, simply because he had the potential to
damage the barrier years down the road. The Knights
would study the barrier as
best they could, and until
then the Phantom Guard
would just have to remain
alert.

to assassinate the upstart heretic befo
more damage. For the first time sinc
the Black Crosses disobeyed a
Hochmeister of the time, Giulio
Hierophant and told him in no uncert
Order would not” interfere

The 0bjectionists
The Order continued in
this manner for over a
hundred years - ignoring
the outside world and
waging a private war
against the Strangers and
the enemies of the Church.
However, in 1517, Matthias
Lieber split the Vaticine
Church in two with his
0bjectionist movement,
and the Hierophant had
him arrested. On the night
before his execution, he
was smuggled out of
Vaticine City in a daring
rescue orchestrated by the
Imperator of Eisen. Once
safely out of harm’s way, he
continued criticizing the
Vaticine Church and
eventually published his
findings in a text called
Lieber’s Book - the basis of
the
Objectionist
movement.
Outraged by Lieber’s escape but unwilling to risk the
Imperator’s wrath, the Hierophant ordered die Kreuzritter

He lived in mortal fear of
simply wasted away and died.
Hochmeisters to remind them th
with the Church, but with hum

a happier or a safer place? I want to understand the
reasoning behind your decision.”

zts
the Cross
of the Cross erupted in 1636, the new
ded not to interfere in the proceedings.
bjectionism in Eisen snuffed out, nor did
ide world and the
secrecy at the cost of untold
of Helene Neuber

Clearing his throat, the Hochmeister tried to explain
himself. “Are you saying, Sister, that this child’s Me is more
important than the Oath of Secrecy that we have all sworn
to uphold? Is this child more important than our duty to
humanity? What of the needs of the many over the needs
of the few?”
“The Oaths are just words,” she replied. “Important words;
worthwhile words, to be sure. They serve as the basis for
how our Order protects itself. However, in the end, they’re
only words. They will never play in the the sun, never grow
up, never raise a family of their own. We all know why we
swore the Oaths, and we all know why we joined the Order.
Raise your hands, please, anyone who joined so that they
could murder children.”

No one moved.
“You spoke of our duty to humanity, Hochmeister - of the
needs of the many outweighing the needs of the few. How
many lives will we save by killing the boy? Do you know?
Possibly none. We know that one life will certainly be lost
in the process. Perhaps sparing the boy would save more
lives in the long run? Maybe he will prove to be the key to
our victory against the Strangers, and we will all get to go
home to our families and sleep in our own beds once again.

ster sentenced the boy to die.
, Helene pulled off her tabard and
n disgust.

” she

“I cannot see the future, but I predict that if you kill this boy,
he’s going to stay dead. There will be no chance to undo
your mistake - none of our artifacts will allow us to bring
the dead back to life or turn back the hands of the clock.
Therefore, I ask you to reconsider your decision, before it’s
too late.”

snarled. “I watched my
Silence reigned in the room for several agonizing minutes
world I swore I would never
before the Hochmeister spoke. “Sister, your argument asks
ds and knees as they lowered my
me to ignore my responsibilities to the Order and place us
gave up my life because I believed
all at risk for the sake of one life. I cannot ask the Knights
a better place by serving the Black
to place themselves in danger just so one boy may live.”
boy, who was playing with a tin
the Hochmeister in the eye. Y His ~ At~that, one of the newest Knights, seated far to the back of
a b the world better? Will it be
the room, stood up and shouted, “Let the boy live. I’ll take

my chances!” His statement was followed by a roar of
approval from the gathered Knights.

In the end, the Hochmeister had to give in. The boy went
to a foster family in Freiburg, and has had no contact with
the Black Crosses since that day. Indeed, he barely
remembers the experience, shrugging it off as a strange
dream. The boy has grown into a strong, good man and is
currently the Captain of the Watch in Freiburg. The Order
still keeps an eye on him,though. He’s being considered for
recruitment.
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cries out for jus
about Empereur
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but they don’t want to find out.

Things could be
endure the current
thing die Kreuzritter knows about is survival.

The Town Guardians
That episode led many Knights to reconsider whether they
were actually helping their fellow man by remaining
cloistered in the Order, fighting a stalemate war against the
Strangers. The Black Crosses who decided to take a more
active hand in the world therefore created the Town
Guardians. These Knights live among the rest of humanity,
quietly patrolling the streets of their chosen cities at night
and doing whatever they can to help those in need. Since
its formation, this sect of the Order has become one of the
largest. The Knights have found a satisfaction in directly
helping other people that they haven’t felt for years. Senior
Knights worry about the increased risk of exposure, but the
Order has been revitalized by this new sect, and they don’t
want to do anything to upset the boost in morale.

The Black Crosses h

structure become important.

The Knights Today
The Knightsutoday act nkch as they have for the past
hundred years. The Hierophant’s death and subsequent
Church chaos has not interfered with their true mission or
their ability to fulfii the Order’s needs. They ostensibly
obey the Hieros Council until a new Hierophant can be
chosen, but since the Council rarely agrees on anythmg, the
Knights are virtually autonomous. The Hochmeister directs
them as he sees fit until such time as a new Hierophant
rises.

In the meantime, there’s plenty to keep the Order occupied.
The Dark Paths demand constant vigdance, explorers

and he controls i

lay down the law to them. The
any of the decisions that determin
or who gets to join -

ieros Council has been filling

Assassins
Assassins work to eliminate enemies of the Order or the
Church, usually petty nobles and other troublemakers.
Assassins are most likely to be granted the use of the
Order’s most dangerous artifacts and often have access to

o-thirds majority vote from the

comes from the ranks of the
don’t are initiated into the

over how they fulfii it. Knights
ssion; they need not give an

get their job done, as long as the

can nominate promising people

left up to their more skilled brethren. They possess a unique

Town Guardians
The Order has never forgotten that it once swore to protect
and heal those who cannot fend for themselves; the Town
Guardians were recently created to do just that. Some are
assigned to a specific city which they regularly patrol,
preventing those crimes they can and killing any unnatural
beasts they encounter. Other Guardians have no set
jurisdiction, but wander from town to town, performing the
same basic tasks. The most important Oath of the Town
Guardians is Charity.

that means the
about the Orde
become a full Knight when his master

Vigilants
The Vigdants often live by themselves far away from the
sight of their fellow men, watching over dangerous Syrneth
ruins that could unleash terrible destruction upon the world
if disturbed. Those who are not permanently assigned to a
specific ruin serve as scouts seeking out undiscovered ruins
and determining if they are too dangerous to enter. The
most important Oath of the Vigdants is Loyalty.

The Laymen
Not every member of the Order is a Knight. Some possess
skills that make them too valuable to send on missions.
Others are retired Knights who have grown too old to lay
their lives on the line. Though they technically rank below
Knights, they have unquestioned authority when fulfilling
their duties. For example, a Knight must obey his healer’s
orders when it concerns his health, and anyone who ignores
Grandmaster Kazi during training is liable to be severely
punished. Most Knights are smart enough to treat Laymen
with respect. After all, if a Knight abuses a Layman, the next
time he falls under that Layman’s authority, he’s going to
have a hard time of it.

The Acolytes
The newest members of the Order - those who have yet to
prove themselves on a mission - are the acolytes. They are
not yet permitted to wear the black cross, and in many cases
aren’t even aware of the real nature of the organization
they’re trymg to join. Each acolyte is assigned to a Knight,
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points at the strange white sky. “We

don’t know where it came from or who
o know that it keeps oit something

terrible, possibly even Legion itselJ: But, it’s easier to show you
what I mean than try to explain it. ”
The group takes another step forward, and the landscape
blurs briefly. When they stop, they are in a different place,
although obviously still on the Dark Paths. In the sky above,
something presses up against the whiteness. It’s the face of
some inhuman creature hundreds of feet tall. Fortunately, it
cannot seem to breach the Barrier. “We call that the Face.
It’s been there for hundreds of years, tving to break through. We
have dedicated our lives to making sure it can never enter our

world. We’ve seen countless other small creatures clawing at the
barrier, and a few have even squeezed their way through holes in
its fabric.”
The group takes another step forward, and this time they
stand beneath a sky that is torn open. The edges of the tear
bleed red, and there is a faint, constant scream, as though
the universe were in pain. Through the tear, a rippling silver
substance, like mercury, can be seen, and terrible shapes
swim beneath its surface. The Hochmeister stares into the
acolyte’s eyes. “The Montaigne did this. Their sorcev tears

holes in the barrier when they use it. If enough holes are torn in
the same place, the tear becomes permanent, and begins to grow
unless left alone. We’ve contained this tear, but for how long, we
don’t know.” Then the group returns to the room they left
from, and the Cloak is replaced in the Crucible. “You’ve seen
the thing that drives us, so it is time for your answer. Will you
take the Oaths of die Kreuzritter?”
Unknown to the acolyte, if he refuses to join the Order at
this point, he will be killed. The Black Crosses cannot afford
to break their veil of secrecy. Assuming he joins, he is asked
to repeat these four Oaths:

“I swear Loyalty to the Black Cross. I will not abandon my
Brothers - not in life, not in death. My hand shall be turned
against my Brother’s killer. I will aid my Brother i f his cause is
just. Should I break this Oath, I will die and be forgotten.”
“I swear Charity toward my fellow man. I will never allow
suffering to continue. I will give aid to those in need. I will give
bread to those who are hungv, and shelter to those without a
home. Lastly, I will give death to those who can be helped no

other way, and they shall have the Lust Rites from me without
exception. Should I break this Oath, I will die and be forgotten.”

“I swear myself to Secrecy. I will not reveal our Order. While
we are dead, we are saf. I will not put 11s in danger. Living men
cannot perform our duties. Only we, the walking dead, can
defnd the Church and her
children. Only we know the
face of her true enemy. I will
not mistake my fellow man
for that enemy. Should I
break this Oath, I will die
and be forgotten.”

another round of tr
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Assassins
Assassins are trained closely by Grandmas

numerous

“I swear Faith to the Church.
I will honor the pact made to
protect the Hierophant and
the Church. I will die in the
Hierophant’s stead, if called
upon ly the Order. No other
voice shall guide 11s through
the shadows saue the
Hochmeister’s. We cannot
and will not swear allegiance
to another - not even in
subterfuge or jest. Should I
break this Oath, I will die
and be forgotten.”
Upon completing the
Oaths, the acolyte receives
a black cross necklace. He
is now a Knight in the eyes
of the Order.

Knight Training
Once initiated into the
Order, the Knight must choose what sort of duties he wishes
to perform. Although the Hochmeister may suggest one
group or another to him,it is the Knight’s decision which
part of the Order he ultimately joins. He then goes through
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blood from his victim, and for him to be accepted into the
Order, he must drink the entire cup without becoming ill.
Naturally, the Knights are just having some fun with their
newest member - the cup they hand hun is full of warm
seawater, and he is accepted into the Order with a rousing
cheer whether or not he actually manages to drink it down.
The practice of damning stones evolved out of the
Assassins’ desperate need to seek some kind of atonement
for the things they do in the line of duty. Before each
mission, an Assassin seek out a stone that is nearly split in
half with a crack; if he can’t find a stone, he’ll use a rounded
piece of wood. He then carries it along on the mission,
making sure to touch it to his victim after the job is done.
When the Assassin does this, he whispers, “Here is my
accomplice, spirit. Do not come for me until you’ve dealt
with him completely.” Finally, the Assassin breaks the stone
in half and hides the two halves a considerable distance
from each other. The ritual is intended to confuse and ward
off any would-be vengeful ghosts. The ghost supposedly
cannot decide which half of the stone to punish first, and
therefore becomes trapped in its own indecision.

Phantom Guards
Phantom Guards also have two interesting customs unique
to their group - the fading and the shriving.
The fading is a ceremony designed to teach a new Phantom
Guard about the dangers of the Dark Paths. He is
accompanied into the shadows by several more
experienced Knights, and they explain to him the basics of
walking the Paths. They warn him never to enter the Paths
while swimming, that fire will not burn there (meaning that
firearms will not work), and that anyone who dies in the
Paths will rise again as a Night. The ceremony concludes
when the Knights exit the Paths and shake the new
member’s hand before leaving him to digest everything he’s
learned. (Rules for the Dark Paths appear in Chapter 3.)
Less a confession than a rite of passage, the shriving is a
new Phantom Guard’s first opportuniiy to prove himself.
When a small, less dangerous Stranger breaks through the
Barrier, it falls to the newest Phantom Guard to journey to

-

the Dark Paths, hunt it down, and kdl it. He is always
accompanied by a more experienced Knight, but the other
Knight only intervenes in the hunt if the initiate is obviously
in mortal danger. Once a Knight has been shriven in this
manner, he is accepted as a full member of the Phantom
Guard.

the wilderness for the next several y
all he has to keep

hun going. Because of

Town Guardians
The Town Guardians have three customs that they call their
own - the acolyte chase, the leap of faith, and the
bloodletting.
The acolyte chase takes place across the rooftops of the
Guardians’ chosen city on a moonless night. The acolytes,
who have been carefully taught to recognize every inch of
these roofs, must flee from their superiors along a prearranged route, navigating by feel and memory. Those who
get caught go back to training until the next new moon,
while those who successfully reach the rendezvous point
without getting captured must endure the leap of faith.
The acolyte chase typically ends atop the tallest building in
the town (or the next tallest building in the case of
Freiburg). The acolytes are congratulated on not getting
caught during the chase, and then told to jump off the
building. Unknown to the acolytes, a net has been prepared
below to catch them, but the darkness obscures it. If the
acolyte performs this leap of faith, he has only one final test
to pass in order to become a full member of the Town
Guardians - the bloodletting.
The rite of bloodletting is the most important to the Town
Guardians. They must be sure that a new member will do
anything to protect their city. The hopeful acolyte receives
the name and habits of an irredeemable criminal in the
town and asked to bring back proof of his death. He must
carry out the assassination by himself, but if successhl, the
acolyte becomes a full member of the Town Guardians.

Vigilants
The Vigdants have three traditions that they’ve followed for
over a hundred years - the send-off celebration, the return
celebration, and the first vi$.
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clrcumstances in which a Knight
sassinate someone. They include:

rdered his death.
ned of the Order’s existence.

He persists in investigating a Syrneth ruin that he’s been
warned away from.
When possible, only Knights who possess Nacht sorcery or
can project a nightblade are chosen for assassination
missions, since they minimize the risk of the Order’s
existence being discovered. However, when the target isn’t
expected to be missed or to put up much of a fight, a
normal Knight goes instead. The priorities a Knight must
keep in mind on an assassination mission are as follows,
from most to least important:

1. Avoid detection.
2, Leave no evidence of your involvement.
3. Kill the target.

4. Give the target last rites.
Stand Vigil
Often, Knights are assigned either to guard an alreadydiscovered Syrneth site or to scout out and locate new sites

that are potential trouble spots. The priorities a Knight must
keep in mind when assigned to a vi$ mission are as follows,
from most to least important:

1. Do not reveal the existence of the Order.
2. Prevent the removal of dangerous artifacts from the site
by any means necessary.
3. If a dangerous artifact is removed in spite of the Knight’s
best efforts, get word to the Order so that an assassin may
be dispatched.
4.Kill any dangerous creatures that attempt to leave the site.
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Hunt the Strangers
The Phantom Guard must constantly watch for signs that
Strangers have broken through the Barrier. When this
happens, the Knight is supposed to hunt down and kill the
creature before it can inflict serious harm on anyone. The
priorities a Knight must keep in mind on a hunting mission
are as follows, from most to least important:

1. Kill the Stranger by any means necessary.
2. Leave no evidence of your involvement.
3. Do not reveal the existence of the Order.

4.Keep the Stranger’s existence a secret (the Knights do not
wish to panic the populace).

Patrol a City
Although not technically a part of the Order’s official
duties, the Knights consider it their spiritual responsibility to
monitor major population centers for monstrous incursions
and crimes against people who cannot defend themselves.
The priorities a Knight must keep in mind when assigned to
a patrol mission are as follows, from most to least important:

1. Do not reveal the existence of the Order.

2. Kill any dangerous non-human creatures encountered.
3. Kill any violent criminals encountered.
4. Watch for potential problems that are beginning to
develop.

Protect the Hierophant
For hundreds of years, two Black Crosses have constantly
served as bodyguards for the Hierophant. This duty was
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but he may nod or shake his head to accept or decline the
Glove. If he declines, it is offered to the next candidate. If
he accepts, the Hochmeister hands the Glove to him,and
he places it on his sword hand (the Glove fits both right and
left hands). There is an icy burning in his palm, then a
sensation akin to clenching a muscle in the middle of his
palm. A blade of shadows then extends from his hand.
After a moment, the clenching feeling stops and the blade
disappears, but the Knight knows how to summon it up
again when he needs it. The Glove then returns to the
Hochmeister, and the candidate shakes hands with each
Knight present before they all file out of the room in silence.

The Hierophant’s Guard
Two of the Order’s most talented Knights usually serve as
the Hierophant’s Bodyguard, but the position is less
important to the Order as the previous two duties. However,
for those Knights who do not wish to accept the Black Glove
or Ring (or practice sorcery which they don’t want to lose
in exchange -see Chapter Three), this is most likely the
highest position they can aspire to within the Order.
The Hierophant’s Guard accompanies the pontiff at all
times and never leaves his side, save to sleep and eat. They
take care not to draw attention to themselves, usually
appearing as Church advisors or ordinary guards. One
guard is on duty at all times, and neither is ever more than
thirty feet away. They dedicate themselves entirely to the
Hierophant’s safety; nothing else comes between them.
These positions are offered in private by the Hochmeister.
There is no ceremony attached to the offer.
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The Wall of Honor
Those Knights who show extreme valor in the line of duty
sometimes have their name etched into the Wall of Honor
in the basement of the Altamira monastery. This is a rare
thing, usually awarded only after a Knight has given his life
to protect the Order. There are currently only 17 names
upon the Wall of Honor.
When a Knight’s name is added to the Wall, the
Hochmeister gathers as many Knights as possible in the

basement, gives a speech, and then etches the new name
into the wall with a plain knife. The Hochmeister then
speaks of the Knight’s accomplishments, and finishes by
driving the knife into a crack in the Wall and hanging his
cross Gom it. Those who were closest to the Knight may add
their crosses to the knife’s handle. The ceremony is short
and simple, but it is the highest honor a Knight can receive,
living or dead.
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Retirement

Quarrels
Quarrels are never allowed to interfere with a mission.
Knights who find themselves at odds with each other must
suspend the quarrel until the end of the mission, with the
less experienced Knight bowing to the senior Knight’s
wisdom. Of course, things don’t always work out this way,
and arguments that cannot be resolved eventually go before
the Hochmeister for judging.

Punishment
Punishments in the Order are usually light: loss of
privileges, suspension from duty, degrading tasks and the
like. However, for more serious transgressions, a Black
Cross might find himself permanently reassigned to a
distant vigil - perhaps in the Crescent Empire, or on a faroff isle. The death penalty is extremely rare, and takes place
only when the Knight’s continued survival threatens the
Order’s existence (for example, if an angry Knight threatens
to break the Oath of Secrecy). In such instances, the very
best Assassin in the Order is assigned the mission so that
there will be no mistakes.
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they are encouraged
maintain the peak
perform their duties.
200G for every successful mission
course of their careers,
of Secrecy. Often, Knights settl
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Why do we protect humanity?
Because every man deserves the chance to live up to his
potential. Legion would take away that opportunity and
enslave us all.

Do the needs of the many really outweigh the
needs of the few?
Absolutely. Life is a matter of balancing victory with loss. If,
in the long run,killing one innocent saves two others, the
sacrifice was worth it. In the eyes of Theus, no man is worth
more than any other. Saving ten peasants instead of a High
King is a worthwhile choice, unless the King’s death would
result in even more deaths. As for members of the Order,
each Knight
- is but one person, no more, no less. The child
you give your life to save may become more valuable to
humanity than you yourself were - there’s no way of
knowing in advance.

bile working under the
their own brand of Faith,
estions and the official answers

Why do we use sorcery, when we know it’s a
The stakes of this battle are so high that we cannot afford to
lose. We know that Port6 is destructive and we have our
suspicions about other forms of sorcery, but they are all
powerful and all can be used against our foe. Therefore, we

k Paths. You were
He wishes to lead

followers more secure in their
king toward the salvation of

Which religion is right?
All of them. None of them. The Order doesn’t care. Knights
must perform the duties they have agreed to, regardless of
whether these duties violate any religious beliefs the Knight
may have. We obey the Vaticine Hierophant because we
have sworn to and because we require the resources he
offers, not because we necessarily hold his Church higher
than any others. In the war against Legion, there are only
two sides - us and them.

What happens to members of the Order after
we die?
Our sins drag us down into the Abyss, where Legion will
feed upon our souls. We accept this when we join the
Order. We must do horrible things in the name of Theus:

treachery, murder, and far worse. We commit these sins
because we must, so that humanity can live without fear of
Legion. We take this burden willingly and we understand its
terrible price. As Hochmeister Judith said when she
accepted this task, "For the sake of the many, we few are
damned."

This is why it is so important to honor our fallen Brothers.
No one else will ever know of their sacrifice unless we
remember them. Keep that in mind when you question the
value of our sacrifice. Though our suffering is eternal, the
Order remembers our sacrifices. That is our reward.

Charity
The Knights of the B1
themselves, preferring to give it away to those who need it
more. They share their food, shelter,
perfect strangers that they
their own identities a secret). Knights alm
away the remainder
completion of a missio

W h y not just sin however we want, then?
Because this defeats the purpose of our sacrifice. Sin
strengthens Legion, so we only sin when we know it will do
more good than harm. A Knight must always be aware of
his actions and their consequences.

Conduct
The Knights follow a simple code of behavior based on four
Oaths: Loyalty, Charity, Secrecy, and Faith. By all means,
their oaths are much less stringent than most comparable
codes of behavior, but this simply reflects the desperate
measures the Order is forced to use to fight Legion. The
four Oaths may be found in the Initiation Ceremony section
on page 24.

Loyalty
The Knights of die Kreuzritter never leave their fellows
behind, unless recovering them would result in even greater
loss of life. The corpses of dead Knights go to the graves at
Tannen to be buried in a midnight ceremony.
The Knights are also sworn to defend each other to the
death, and to exact vengeance upon anyone who kills one
of their compatriots. The life expectancy of anyone with a
vengeful Blackcross hunting him down can usually be
measured in days.
Finally, the Knights are sworn to aid one another to the best
of their ability, if they feel the task is noble and just.
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Dark Paths

Another world lies in the space between the shadows that
certain Knights of the Black Cross can enter. They refer to
this world as the Dark Paths, and by entering it and then reemerging elsewhere, they can seem to walk through walls
and other obstacles. A huge white Barrier of some sort
surrounds the entire world, forming a canopy in the sky,

The Knights aren’t certain, but they believe that the Abyss
lies on the other side of the Barrier, and Legion is constantly
trying to force his way through. Worse, they have definite
proof that the Montaigne use of PortC is slowly eroding the
Barrier. They aren’t certain what to do about this yet, but
going public is not an option. They don’t wish to provoke

Dark Paths, creatures have been slipping through into
ThCah more and more often in the last few years. The
Knights refer to these monsters as “the Strangers” and
believe them to be aspects, if not direct manifestations, of
Legion. They come in many different forms, from blind,
crawling things, to predatory beasts that seem to reason as

well as men. There is even a group, known as the “Nights”,
who claim to be deceased Knights of the Black Cross and
resemble shambling corpses. Some of these Nights have
been known to aid Black Crosses in trouble, but most of
them are bloodthirsty fiends.
The Knights consider the Strangers to be their true enemy,
and their first priority is to kill them whenever encountered.
They may even ignore their Oath of Secrecy, if necessary;
the Strangers are that dangerous. Knights are instructed to
hide evidence of the Strangers if found, and keep the
monsters’ existence hidden from the rest of ThCah. Some
things, man was not meant to know.

Meet me at
Return to
I have a mission for yo
The mission was succ
The mission is a f d u r
Message was garbled.

Places
this building / here
the meeting place (prearranged)
the nearest graveyard
the nearest sanctuary

Secret Signs
The Kreuzritter place a great deal of importance on the
ability to communicate in secret. Thus, they have developed
codes that conceal information out in the open, where
anyone could see it if they only knew what to look for.

The Black Cross Alphabet
Although the Knights have several different ways to deliver
coded messages, all of these methods use the exact same
vocabulary - the Black Cross alphabet. The alphabet
consists of a series of “dots” and “dashes”which the Knights
memorize upon joining the Order. Their exact
configuration depends on the method of delivery, which is
described after the alphabet, below. All Knights above the
rank of Acolyte have mastered this code and never need to
roll to decode it.

Statements
Watch for danger.
All clear.
Send help. We are in trouble.
Compromised location. Get away.
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Blink Speech
When two Knights
front of others, -they us
verbally is unimportant
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e in the Black Cross alphabet.
k blink, dashes with a longer
nversation while

g and hard to master it.

Avalon
messages in the Black Cross
over her illness. Is your

The Black Crosses dislike operating in Avalon. There are
many powerful groups there that would undoubtedly prove
a threat to the Order, including Elaine’s Knights, the Rose
and Cross, and Denvyddon to name a few. The Sidhe in
particular frighten the Black Crosses to the extent that
they’ve begun collecting every bit of lore on the Sidhe’s
weaknesses that they can find.
The Order has found the Highland Marches to be a much
more inviting country. The Sidhe are less prevalent, and
folks tend to mind their own business. Fortunately (or
unfortunately, depending on how you look at it), there has
not been much call for the Knights to perform missions
there.

As for Inismore, the Knights perform their duties there
quietly, and as far from the O’Bannon as possible. A few
years ago, two Knights were attending the O’Bannon’s
court, having a pleasant conversation, when the mad king
drew his sword and beheaded one of them with no warning.
No explanation was given for this behavior, but when the
other Knight gathered up his fallen comrade, he found that
the O’Bannon had crushed the tiny black cross under his
friend’s clothing. The Order has taken the hint.

Castille

Ussura

Aside from the Inquisition, the Black Crosses have no real
opposition in Castille. Indeed, thanks to the Church's power
base there, they all but have the run of the country. Of
course, the Inquisition has grown so powerful in recent
years that the Knights have become even more secretive just
to protect themselves. The Black Crosses are desperately
seeking information on the more powerful members of the
Inquisition, believing if they can destroy this evil at its
source, the rest of the malicious organization will fall apart
by itself. Unfortunately its most powerful member, Cardinal
Verdugo, is too well protected to face directly. Worse,
Verdugo knows of the Order's existence, and would expose
them if he believed they were a threat to him. The Knights
have learned to move very carefully to avoid drawing his
wrath. So far, he suspects nothing of their true intentions.
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Eisen
Die Kreuzritter remember their birthplace and currently
work to help Eisen pick up the pieces after the bloody War
of the Cross. They hope to steer the country toward
reunification, preferably under the leadership of one of the
more competent Eisenfiirsten, such as Posen or Fischler.
Until that day, the Black Crosses continue working in the
shadows, helping to fend off the influx of udmrnan creatures
that have emerged since the War of the Cross.

Montaigne
The past two years in Montaigne have terrified the Black
Crosses. Things have changed so quickly, and Port6 sorcery
has become so public, that they fear the Barrier will collapse
if something is not done. The Empereur himself stands right
at the center of their concern. Somehow, some way, the
Knights must remove him from power, stem the tide of
sorcery, recover the missing Archbishops, and get the
Heros Council to elect a new Hierophant before the
Inquisition utterly destroys the Church's credibility. It's no
wonder the Hochmeister has lost so much sleep lately.
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Even so, die Kreuzritter have come to see them as a threat.
The Black Crosses actively disdain their unknowing rivals,
wondering if they truly have the guts to live up to their
unofficial motto, %ighteous men should stop at nothing to
make justice.” It may simply be jealousy, however: the Rose
and Cross has much more freedom than the Order ever
will, a fact which may be hard to swallow.
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The BlackV Crosses have begun to consider a possible
alliance with El Vago’s organization against their mutual
enemy, the Inquisition. The Knights have not yet revealed
their existence to Los Vagos, and may ultimately decide to
aid them from the shadows rather than make a formal
commitment.

Rilasciare
Recently, the Rilasciare have caught wind of the Black
Crosses’ activities. They wish to uncover the Order - for
what reason the Knights do not know. The Hochmeister has
Order all Knights to avoid interacting with known Rilasciare
members if at all possible. The Order does not wish to give
the Free Thinkers any further opportunity to ferret them
out.
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The Black Crosses are unaware of the existence of Sophia’s
Daughters and their goals. Should the Knights become
aware of the organization, however, they will attempt to
infiltrate it as soon as possible.

can be found in the

realm.

These are the major Black Cross bases of operation
throughout ThCah. Other houses exist, but they are not as
prominent as these. The GM may create these houses as he
or she wishes, and the players can even form their own
using the rules in Chapter 3. These, however, are the core
of the Order. Heroes who belong to one of these sanctuaries
are considered the juniormost Knights there.

Avalon
A Hovel in Carmen
Location: Carmen
Leader: Beth Gardner
Number of Knights: 3
The meandering roads and alleys of Carmen make an
excellent place for the Black Crosses to operate in Inismore.
The O’Bannon intensely dislikes their presence in his
country, so the Knights have distanced themselves from
Mad Jack‘s normal haunts.
The Knights are based in a run-down building situated in a
narrow, filthy alley. A hidden exit leads to the sewers
beneath the city and eventually dumps out into the ocean.
Their leader is an older woman named Beth Gardner who
poses as a beggar, rooting through trash on the offchance
that a careless word will reach her ears. Still, she’s definitely
not as harmless as she seems. She has received the Black
Glove, although the black mark is usually hidden under the

Altamira Monast
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The Knights recently discovered an Inquisitor’s body
outside the town - the man’s horse had thrown him,
breaking his neck. A letter found in his possession seemed
intended for an unnamed person at “the Inn of the Green
Eye”, suggesting strongly that there is an Inquisition spy
among the Knights. The Black Crosses here have grown
intensely suspicious of each other, and Urhoff worries that
the sanctuary may soon fall apart unless things improve.

Eisen
The Kippe Academy
Location: Tannen
Leader: Hochmeister Gunther Schmidl
Number of Knights: 29
The Kippe Academy is one of the most important
sanctuaries that the Order possesses. Here, students learn
how to be warriors and leaders of men. The Knights quietly
watch the best of the crop to see if they would make good
recruits. Perhaps no more than 1 in 100 will be chosen, but
they represent the future of die Kreuzritter.
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The walls are made of thick stone and stand 12 feet high,
topped with metal spikes to keep people from climbing
them. The gate is just as sturdy and also has metal spikes
atop it. Two gatehouses flank it, manned with student
guards all the time. The faculty values their privacy.

The Promenade of Heroes
Statues of famous rmlitary leaders line the walkway here:
Imperator Corantine, General Julius Caius, Bastion the
Knight, and even General Stauss, depicted in his younger
days. The students walk past these great warriors of old
each time they go to class.

The Dormitory
Three stories tall, the dormitory can house approximately
100 people. Each student receives a room of his or her own
- the faculty feels that they need time alone so that they can
study in peace, away from the distractions of a roommate.
They may go into town, but the front gates close at sunset,
and the dorm is locked soon after. Of course,

knowledgeable students know how to climb the wall
without being seen. Plus, there’s always an industrious
trainee on the first floor next to the garden who can open
his window for his fellow students - for a fee, of course.
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The Garden
The garden not only supplies the Academy with fi-esh
herbs, it also doubles as a punishment for unruly students.
The cook, Hildegard Krause, tyrannizes her kitchen help,
working them mercilessly until they collapse in exhaustion.

The Classrooms
Students study history, mathematics, logistics, tactics, and
strategy in these four large classrooms. Students are
expected to be quiet and not disrupt the class. None of the
faculty care if they show up to classes or not - the results of
such behavior show during tests. Only the most dedicated
students stands a chance at entering the Order. As for the
rest, their families contribute over 4,000G a semester to the
Academy whether they learn anything or not. If they pay
attention at all, however, they receive the finest military
education money can buy.

The Study Hall
The study hall holds a library of several hundred books on
a variety of topics, up to and including the latest maneuvers
in the Montaigne-Castille war! Students come here to read,
socialize, and relax a bit from the rigors of the Academy.

The Training Grounds
Here, the students receive a physical regimen that would
daunt most professional mercenaries. They run, lift weights,
practice with swords, and even learn simple acrobatics.
Most important of all, though, is the stamina training. The
students are beaten with slightly cushioned sticks until they
fall down, after which they crawl back to their rooms to rest
up before the next session. After awhile, the students can
shrug off blows that would incapacitate other men. Many
students drop out after their first day of stamina training,
but those who stick it out become fearsome opponents.

The Headmaster3 House
Hochmeister Gunther Schmidl lives in this austere cottage.
It features a large bedroom, two meeting rooms, a library,
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with her. She would allow them to operate in Ussura
unmolested, and they would work to keep Port6 sorcery
from entering her country. This sanctuary is the result of
that bargain.
Although the office itself appears small and untidy, it is
actually a hotbed of political intrigue. The Knights here
peruse passenger lists both for enemies of the Order and for
known Port6 practitioners. In addition, the harbormaster is
a half-blooded Glamour mage and uses his Thomas Knack
to check people for sorcery before allowing them into
Ussura. Often, Montaigne sorcerers find themselves
embroiled in legal complications and red tape. If that
doesn’t work, the Knights leave threatening notes on the
mages’ beds. The truly stubborn sometimes set off down the
River into Ussura - never to be seen again.

Of course, it would be impossible for the Black Crosses to
stop every Montaigne sorcerer from entering Ussura.
Extremely high-profile visitors, and those who travel in large
numbers (such as Montegue’s army), are generally left
alone. If Matushka has any complaints about these “lapses”,
she has yet to voice them. In the meantime, the Black
Crosses also use Prachtig as an excellent source of news.
Several of the Knights work in the taverns on the waterfront,
and sailors can be very talkative after they’ve had a few
drinks.

Montaigne
The Bascone Orchards
Location: Bascone
Leader: Charlotte Gaulle dul Motte
Number of Knights: 18
Thanks to Vincent Gaulle dul Motte’s patronage, the
Knights have use of several remote buildings in the Bascone
orchards. These buildings are dilapidated and weatherbeaten, but the Order has renovated the basements and
constructed underground tunnels connecting them with
each other. Secret entrances to these tunnels dot the
orchard.

One of Vincent’s nieces, Charlotte Gaulle dul Motte, leads
the Order’s chapter here. She is a hard-edged, fearless
woman in her early forties, who has assassinated 16 PortC
sorcerers during her tenure in the Black Crosses. Her righthand man is a Knight named Andrew Mills, an Avalon
Glamour Mage and a skilled swordsman. Andrew disdains
the use of all Syrneth artifacts, claiming that they don’t feel
right to him. Charlotte and her Knights often work to
capture the abundant mirror ghosts that haunt the nearby
countryside in preparation for a major assault against
sorcery in Montaigne. For more information on their
scheme, see the “Basement in Tamis” entry below.

A Basement in Tamis
Location. Tamis
Leader: Marie Etalon du Toille
Number of Knights: 12
The Black Crosses based in Tamis meet in the basement of
their leader, a noblewoman named Marie Etalon du Toille
who is an expert in the occult. They filter in for meetings
through various secret passages leading up from the sewers.
The Knights have recently pulled off a major victory for the
Order and are now lying low. They have completed a
mission just last year that has stopped PortC sorcery from
being used within Tamis - at least for the foreseeable
future.
The operation’s success hinged on the cooperation of the
Knights in Bascone. They supplied a large number of
mirrors containing captured ghosts and helped the Tamis
chapter hide these throughout the city, typically in brickedup basements, underground sewers, or old attics that no one
thinks to go into. It was a massive undertaking, and Knights
came from all over the nation to get the mirrors in place.
Even so, only the central area of town was affected. Of
course, since that area included the permanent PortC
gateways of the city as well as all the homes of the nobility,
it might as well have been the whole town.
It was Marie who suggested that they redirect the blame for
the incident to the Rilasciare. The Free Thinkers were
happy to accept credit for striking such a blow against the
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Ussura
St. Andresgorod’s
Location. St. Andresgorod
Leader: Father Yuris Wdanov
Number of Knights: 410
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Vestenmannavnjar to the legendary birthplace of k r d o m
- the Great THn mountain.
They have set up a semi-permanent camp at the base of the
mountain some miles from the city of Malaram. The camp
is virtually invisible from the outside, and the Knights avoid
drawing the attention of the Vesten, even going to far as to
purchase an amulet with the “Mystery” rune on it to hide
themselves. They don’t necessary believe it will work, but
better safe than sorry.
They work with a sense of urgency, knowing that the Vesten
are bound to discover them so close to their holiest site. So
far, they have explored the lower third of the mountain
without finding an-g
out of the ordinary. They hope to
finish the job soon and get out of there while they still can.
After all, the Vestenmannavnjar aren’t known for their kind
treatment of trespassers.. .
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Numa Cathedral
Location. Numa
Leader: Bishop Maffeo
Number of Knights: 6
Numa is the legendary birthplace of sorcery. It is here that
the senators of the Old Republic became the first sorcerers.
Although die Kreuzritter have no evidence as to how this
was done, they believe that there was an artifact similar to
the Black Ring or Black Glove involved - one that could
pass its effects on to the offspring of the recipient. They do
know that the Church has destroyed many writings and
Syrneth artifacts that were considered too powerful for men
to possess, which lends credence to this theory.
Unfortunately, those in the Church with access to this
information aren’t speaking - not even to the Knights.
Now, a small group of Black Crosses operates out of the
old Vodacce Church - not out of any loyalty to the regime,
but because they’ve discovered something deep beneath
the surface of Numa. In 1465, the Hochmeister entered a
stone room in the basement. He emerged pale and shaking,
and ordered the Knights to seal the room. Anyone who

entered it was to be killed immediately, and the bricked-up
doorway was never to be opened again on pain of death.
The next morning the Hochmeister was found dead. He
had poisoned himself in order to carry out his own
instructions.
None of the Knights serving here know what they’re
guarding, and given the severity of their orders, most don’t
want to know. Certainly, there’s a bit of nagging curiosity,
but no Knight wants to risk death just for a peek, and the
prospect of looking into the room holds a real risk - what
could have made a Hochmeister kill himself?

The Crescent Empire
The Church of the First Witness in Zafara
Location. Zafara
Leader: Sigrun Masthoff
Number of Knights: 30
This is where the Order traces its roots. Located deep
within the Crescent Empire in the town of Zafara (found on
a small, lush delta in the lower end of the peninsula), the
hospital has been in operation since the Crusades, over
1,OOO years ago. This makes it one of the oldest standing
hospitals known to exist. Most of the Knights here are
“peacekeepers.” They have served as city guards for so long
that it has become a time-honored tradition in Zafara - this
is perhaps the only place in the world where the Knights still
wear the Black Cross openly.
The hospital is mostly concerned with charity work healing the poor, feeding the hungry, and taking care of
orphaned children. However, it also serves as a way station
for resupply caravans, taking food and drink to the Vigtlants
guarding the lost ruins of the Crescent desert. A saintly old
Eisen woman named Sigrun Masthoff organizes all
activities. She is considered a holy woman among the
Crescents, and they often reach out to touch her for good
luck as they walk past. Sigrun simply smiles and endures the
attentions, knowing that she is helping to heal the scars left
by the Crusades.
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Ian supports himself as a scribe and has acquired an
impressive collection of books over the years, covering any
aspect of ThCan history he could conceivably need. Many
a Knight has made a pilgrimage to Connickmoor in order
to speak with him about an obscure point of history.

Castille
Josh Nunez del Rios (Vaticine Ciy, Wits 4, Research 5, TN 20)
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JosC is a respected curator of the Church archives in
Vaticine City. He has access to many books sealed by the
Church because of the danger they represent, although he
requires a good reason to consult them. He wears small,
round glasses that keep slipping down his nose, forcing him
to push them back up.

as a master of every poison

Juanita is a famous surgeon operating in the town of Avila,
and has saved the lives of men pronounced dead by other
surgeons. Occasionally, a wounded Knight has staggered to
her back door, requesting her aid, which she provides free
of charge to members of the Order.

Juanita Avila del Lopez (Avila, Wits 5, Surgery 5, TN 2 5 )

Pi0 Garcia del Nunez (San Gustavo, Finesse 4, Pilot 4, TN 18)
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While Pi0 can’t always be found in his home port, he always
makes a lot of noise wherever he goes. An incorrigible
braggart and womanizer, Pi0 claims that he killed a siren
armed only with a seashell, sailed a ship past a living storm
that stretched forth hands of lightning to catch him,and
swam with the selkies off the shores of the Highland
Marches. Regardless of the accuracy of these wild tales, Pi0
is an excellent pilot and very closemouthed about his
dealings with the Black Crosses.

Eisen
Jerome Bansbach (Freiburg, Finesse 5, Pickpocket 4, TN 23)
Jerome is a young man who makes his living as a pickpocket
in the streets of Freiburg. Befriended by a member of the
Order, he is sometimes willing to lift an object of
importance out of a target’s pocket for them. He is talkative
and overconfident, but he holds the Kreuzritter in the
highest regard, and wants to be a Knight some day.

Rica Gabler (Atemlos, Finesse 4, Glassblower 4, TN 18)
Rica creates beautiful works of art in Atemlos, specializing
in stained glass windows. However, she has also produced
more practical objects for the Black Crosses, such as glass
knives filled with acid or poison. A successful hit with one
of these knives inflicts normal damage and then shatters the
blade, emptylng the liquid into the fresh wound. Of course,
the Knights have to bring her the poison or acid they want
the knife filled with - she isn’t an apothecary.

Ussura
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Khava Yuriovna (Breslau, Wits 4, Occult 4, TN 18)

Montaigne
Emilie Tamis (Tamis, Panache 5, Fashion 5, TN 25)
One of the foremost tailors of Montaigne, Emilie often
produces some of her best work for the Black Crosses.
Sometimes, a Knight can only reach a nobleman marked for
death by being invited into his home. In order to receive
such an invitation, it’s important to be witty, charming... and
well-dressed. Emilie provides her services to the Order for
free.

Danielle du Paix (Paix, Wits 4, Lip Reading 5, T N 20)
One of the loveliest ladies to grace the Paix Embassy,
Danielle can often be found on the arm of a Black Cross,
whispering the things she reads on the lips of the other
courtiers’ lips. Often, this information can mean the
difference between success and failure when operating
among the Montaigne nobility.

Laurent Flaubert du Dord (Charouse, Wits 4, Law 4, IN 18)
If a Black Cross is ever captured in Montaigne, he can
expect the services of one of the finest lawyers around Laurent Flaubert du DorC. Laurent understands the ins and
outs of the Montaigne legal system. He knows whom to
bribe, when to bribe them, and how much to pay.
Moreover, he knows every legal loophole in the book, and
failing that can provide useful outside assistance when
planning a jail break.
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into a frenzy of horror. Kicking and squealing, the horse
and its monstrous rider disappeared into the woods while
the two men stared in shock. A chorus of hissings and
rustlings converged on the horse’s screams. After a few
moments the noise died down, replaced by sounds of the
kobolds feeding upon the horse. Then Dieter heard his own
horse rear in pain.
“Meg!” With a cry, Dieter leapt to her defense, heedless of
his own safety. Meg was all he had left of his Uncle Sigmund
who had raised him after his parents were killed by a storm
at sea. Sigmund had given her to him for his sixteenth
birthday three years ago and he wasn’t about to let anything
hurt her. He swung his torch back and forth, sweeping the
creatures away from his loyal mount.
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The tiny monstrosities swarmed over him and Francis,
though careful blows kept them from Meg. Three, four, five
of the beasts were cut in half by the duo’s desperate swords,
but dozens more pressed in around them. The two robbers
began to bleed from numerous cuts and for a moment it
looked like they’d be borne under by sheer weight of
numbers. Then, with one last defiant howl, the grotesques
ran back into the woods.
Dieter stood panting against the side of a thick pine tree
while Francis had collapsed in exhaustion next to the
campfire. The Vendel noted with some amusement that he
had neglected to fire his pistol during the fight. It was just
as well - the fanged horrors had been too quick to make
good targets. Dieter chuckled at this quiet jest, then got a
good look at Francis in the firelight and immediately moved
to the Castillian’s aid.
Francis had lost a lot of blood from his numerous wounds,
and he looked pale and drawn, his lips beginning to turn
blue. Dieter rummaged through their possessions and
pulled out some bandages, carefully dabbing away the
blood caked onto Francis’ shirt and chest. While he was
intent upon this task, a shadow fell across the two of them.
Francis’s eyes widened at the sight of the stranger looming
above them.
“Run...”

I

Hochmeister Gunther Schmidl
The leader of the Black Crosses faked his own death about
25 years ago. Before then, he lived a public life and
performed several missions for the Order and his “death”
required elaborate preparation beforehand - far more than
most Knights need. For whatever reason, he was too highprofile to simply disappear. Speculation on who he used to
be runs rampant in the Order, but it is against tradition to
ask him directly. Gunther has not chosen to tell any of the
younger Knights his true identity, but some of the senior
Knights know. Considering his immense tactical skills and
unparalleled command abilities, the younger Knights
believe that he once belonged to the military.
Once joining the Order, he moved quickly through the
ranks despite his advanced age. He succeeded at missions
that younger Knights wouldn’t touch and kept in prime
physical shape even as the years began to take their toll. He
joined the Phantom Guard within five years and soon
became a de facto commander of that elite order. Schmidl
devised search patterns for the Dark Paths that maximized
the Knights’ limited numbers and developed new strategies
based on the Order’s powerful artifacts. Thanks to his
skilled leadership, the Phantom Guard became more
efficient than it had in years, and even managed to prevent
several new tears from forming in the barrier. When the
time came to select a new Hochmeister, there was no
second choice.
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That changed, however, when he learned that his best
friend had fallen in love with the same woman as he. Rather
than spark a rivalry, he gave the two his blessing in
marriage, then loaded his boat up with all the fresh water
and supplies it could carry. When the sun rose the next day,
he was paddling towards the horizon that had called to him
for so long.
Three months later, a Castillian merchant ship picked up his
battered outrigger just outside San Felipe. Kazi was raving
and delirious, but alive: he had survived by fishing off the
side of the canoe and conserving his drinking water to the
utmost. He spent two weeks recovering in a Vaticine
hospital, then set out to see the wondrous new world he had
discovered.
He first encountered the Order a few years later in
Montaigne, where he rescued a pair of Knights from the
King’s Musketeers. Impressed with the Kanu’s
extraordinary skills, they asked the Hochmeister if they
could recruit him. The Hochmeister agreed, and after
hearing of the Knights’ dark quest, Kazi readily lent himself
to their cause.
That was twenty years ago. Since then, Kazi has become
perhaps the Order’s most important figure. He has trained
countless Knights in the arts of stealth and has seen his clout
in the Order rise astronomically. He’s found he enjoys
teaching new members of the Order, and watches with
secret pride as the Knights put his skills to good use.
He’s also added numerous Kanu tricks to die Kreuzritter’s
arsenal, including a recipe from his native land for an
ointment that conceals a man’s scent from nearby animals.
It has allowed the Knights to become even stealthier, and
sneak up on many targets who were depending on guard
dogs or horses to warn them of trouble.
Because of his many abilities, the Knights all look upon Kazi
with awe and respect. The title of “Grandmaster” is an
honorary one; he’s technically just a Layman, but the
Knights wanted to acknowledge his invaluable contribution.
Many of them come to him for spiritual advice, even though
he’s not really a priest. Kazi always listens politely and often

has an answer for the Knight based on his straightforward
world view. A few of the more memorable exchanges have
included-

“What happens afer we die?”
“How should I know? Wait and see for yourselJ:”

“Doyou believe in any gods?”
“I believe in all gods. Better safe than sorv.”
“Why do good people die? ’’
“The same reason bad people die. To make room for new people.”
and one remark made to the Hochmeister himself,

“I sometimes wonder if we’re doing the
“Good. Only fools have no doubt.”
In general, Kazi posses
not
can emulate. Nothing flusters h,
and nobody can tell him what to do if
do it.
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lacques Renault
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Grand master Kazi

Another Knight named Dirk
bodyguard, and the two quickly

suffered. Jacques covered for his friend and few in the
Order knew of Dirk‘s ordeal.
The two of them were present when the Hierophant visited
the Empereur of Montaigne in an attempt to apologize for
the Inquisition’s rash invasion. The pontiff ordered Jacques
to stand by the door while Dirk followed the two world
leaders up a flight of stairs. The other Knight lagged behind
a bit as the conversation between the Hierophant and the
Imperator grew heated. Jacques watched anxiously as they
reached the top of the stairs, ahead of Dirk, to stand near
the Empereur’s bodyguard, Remy du Montaigne. The
conversation had apparently reached its peak, because the
Empereur turned and pushed the aged Hierophant down
the stairs before either guard could do a thing. He rolled
past Dirk to the hard floor below, where he landed with a
sickening thud, his neck twisting and snapping like a
chicken bone.
The Empereur then turned to Remy and said, “Kill those
two. No witnesses.”
Dirk, realizing his error, drew his sword and shouted for
Jacques to run. He then faced off with Remy for a few
moments before the Empereur’s man stabbed him through
the heart. His sacrifice boughtJacques the time he needed
to escape and warn the Order.

g for his assistance on a
given birth to a son and
of the Order, the boy had to be
ever to learn of his true parents
a Knight himself. He wanted
able home. The two men left
a well-to-do family, but Dirk‘s wife
from the ordeal. She requested
the Crescent Empire and Dirk

Unfortunately, after Jacques relayed his story, the
Hochmeister shook his head sadly. “There is nothing we
can do to the Empereur that would not reveal our Order.
We must bide our time until he exposes himself.”
Restraining his anger, Jacques asked for some time off so
that he could tell Dirk‘s wife. The Hochmeister granted his
request, but Jacques has not been seen since, by her or any
other Knight. He vanished from the face of ThCah, and the
rest of the Order worries that he may do something rash.
Schmidl has dispatched several Knights to find him, but
they have yet to turn up a single clue.
Jacques is a tall, thin Montaigne with light brown hair and
deep lines in his forehead that make him look a decade
older than his actual thirty-five years. Like many Knights, he
has a knack for blending in, and looked at home both in

formal guard uniforms and in the numerous disguises he
donned as part of his duties to the Hierophant. Hochmeister
Schmidl believes that this is the primary reason why he has
yet to be found.

and marked the
mountain and traded

She eagerly accepted.

During her initiation,
implications were staggerin

Tana Garricks
Although Vestenmannavnjar by heritage, Tana never
became involved in the Vendevesten civil war - she grew
up too far off in the wilderness to really care. She lived
alone with her grandfather, Thrand, and the two of them
herded sheep in the mountains.
One year, a pack of wolves entered the area and began
ravaging their flock badly. Thrand and his granddaughter
set out on the trail of the predators and succeeded in
tracking the beasts to their den. Thrand killed three wolves
and sent the rest fleeing. When he was done he discovered
a lone wolf cub in the den, barely old enough to open its
eyes. He had killed the creature’s mother.
Tana asked for the cub and Thrand agreed, but warned her
that the wolf would have to be killed if it ever turned
vicious. Tana named it Gray, after the color of its eyes - the
same color as her own. The two played together for many
months after that, and Tana began teaching Gray how to
herd the sheep. The growing wolf was a natural, and
remained gentle and sweet-natured despite its wild heritage.

startlingly gray eyes. When
public, she often wears the
traditional Vestenmannavnj

Gray
Gray was raised from
has become the Ord
inseparable for many years, and when
initiation, the Knights allowed the wolf
almost unheard of
Dark Paths, Gray wen
wall that her friend
sniffed at the shadows for a
the shadow herself.

wolf following them into the Dark Paths.
and licked Tana’s face, overjoyed to be
. The other Knights looked at each other,
ried on with the initiation. Tana ordered
the party moved on, and the wolf was
at the same spot when they returned.
Order has accepted Gray’s uncanny ability

d by the realm’s eerie atmosphere. In

addition, she shrugs off the effects of shadowburn
completely and never suffers any adverse effects from her
surroundings. The Order, pragmatic in all things, sees
Gray’s abilities as potent weapons and makes use of them
as best they can.

If only they could figure out how she does it.
Still, her abilities have come in handy on many occasions
when Knights have been lost or captured in hostile territory.
Gray can lead a rescue party to a missing Knight using a
Cloak of Shadows, and she’s good in a fight should one
occur. Although she’s still primarily Tana’s pet, the rest of
the Order spoils her terribly, and she often attends the
burials of dead Black Crosses, howling mournfully in the
cold Eisen night.
Gray is a large timber wolf, named for the color of her eyes.
Her fin is mostly black, although her tail, ears, and feet fade
to gray at their tips. She is a powerful beast with sharp teeth
and strong jaws; she can occasionally be caught with an
almost-human expression on her face.

Clara Grossenkir
Clara was born into a wealthy Eisen family with a long
tradition of martial prowess and when she was old enough,
her parents sent her to study at the Kippe Academy. There,
she caught the eye of the Black Crosses, who eventually
invited her to join the Order. She accepted and severed her
ties with her past life. Depressed and homesick during her
first year as a Black Cross, she met Dirk Grossenkir. The
two fell in love and were married according to the tenets of
the Order. Soon, however, they had a son. Despite their
appeals, the Order did not allow them to raise their child the boy had to go to a foster home.
The separation from her son was very hard on Clara, and
her relationship with Dirk suffered terribly. Her husband
threw himself into his work, ignoring everythmg else, and
their relationship grew strained. Eventually, she asked for
reassignment to the Viglants hoping that the solitude would
help heal her wounds. She transferred far away, to guard a

another such gem
Order and had be
came to life and ravaged
gem itself drove its owners mad with fki
Her superiors have decreed that this must
again.
Clara receives food an
of her husband’s d

emotions. Altho
foremost in her mind.

Clara is a wiry Eisen woman
complexion from too much
forty. She dresses in tan
seamlessly with her desert surro
entire day without moving an
numbed her to the niceties of

Clara Grossenkir

supplies. When she do
she never wastes her b

dangerous Syrneth building in the heart of the Crescent
Empire.
Clara has become intimately familiar with every inch of the
temple since then, and knows what areas are most
dangerous. The site’s most fearsome feature is a statue at the
very center of the building. It stands almost forty feet tall,
and depicts a hideous monster with three arms and teeth
the size of swords. The creature seems to be staring into an
enormous, flawless ruby, worth at least 100,000G to any
treasure hunter who could get it back to civilization. Of
course, removing the ruby would be an incredibly bad idea.
When Clara was assigned to the temple, she heard that
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he has trained two Acolytes over th

match, enabling him to slip free of
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or two, then rushed at her, hoping to get in close where her
immense strength would be of less use to her.
He feinted to the left and then darted behind her, grabbing
her in a hold and driving her to her knees. He pulled back
on her head and forced his knee into the small of her back,
trying to break her spine. Her powerful arms reached over
her shoulders and clawed at him cruelly. He felt his arms
nearly torn from their sockets as she battered him,trying to
pull him off, but he only tightened his grip, bending her
spine back in a hold that would lull a normal man.
Unfortunately, the creature was far more than human. She
laughed at his efforts and continued to batter him until his
strength began to flag. As she felt his grip slowly weaken,
she began describing what she would do to him when she
got loose, and Jonas felt ill.
Then a man stepped out of the shadows. Before the beast
could react, her produced a cold iron dagger and drove it
straight into her chest, killing her instantly. As he helped
Jonas up, he introduced himself and claimed he had been
watchingJonas for a long time. He invited the wrestler to
join his Order - a group of men who protected humanity
against creatures such as the Unseelie. Looking at the
remains of his only real friend, Jonas readily agreed. They
threw the Unseelie in the river and made it appear as if
Jonas had drowned, then left Inismore behind forever. The
Inish has never regretted his decision.
Jonas is a large, burly man in his late thirties. He is bald and
clean-shaven, and seldom smiles. He has developed a
stooped walk to help him conceal his tall, muscular form
and works hard to eliminate his Inish accent, which stands
out even among the cosmopolitan streets of Freiburg.

Kursis al’Mari kk

s

Glenfynon

Kursis is one of the Order’s finest Assassins, using two odd
Crescent daggers known as kuturs to strike down his victims.
He has a fighting style unknown in ThCah, named Marikk,
after his father. Marikk is a very acrobatic style - flips,
somersaults, and whirling attacks are common. More than
once, Kursis has flipped over his opponent, only to land in

back of him and attack from behind. Hochmeister Schmidl
considers him the best killer the Knights have. When
someone needs to die - when absolute certainty is required
- Kursis and his kuturs are all the Knights need.
Besides his duties as an assassin, Kursis often acts as an
advisor for missions that involve the Crescent Empire. Even
in the Order, few ThCans have ever been there, so his
knowledge is usually invaluable. Those who work with
Kursis find him a friendly, talkative man, at least when he’s
not out to kill you. He gets a bit nervous, however, when
pressed to speak about his past. Only the Hochmeister
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Kursis al’Marikk

Unfortunately, Largo has recently met a woman in the
Inquisition whom he finds fascinating. Her name is Lilia: an
intelligent, lovely lady whose only flaw is her unbending
devotion to the Inquisition's cause. His attraction to her
could present a problem; she has come very close to
uncovering his real identity on several occasions, and he
may have to kill her if she gets any closer.
Largo is a Castillian in his mid-30s. He is a bit overweight,
with ruddy cheeks. He actually put on the weight
specifically for the mission - to make himself seem more
harmless. He smiles frequently and acts rather more stupid
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Largo Gallegos de Aldana

than he truly is. Largo has become a consummate actor,
and play the part of Inquisitor so convincingly that even he
sometimes believes it. The Order could not have asked for
a better mole.

Josekine Hearne
“Josep e” joined the Order from her native Ussura, where
she worked as a long-distance messenger. Since joining the
Black Crosses, she has demonstrated a remarkable affinity
for the art of disguise, and the Hochmeister assigned her to
infiltrate the Explorer’s Society on a semi-permanent basis.
“Josephine”is only the latest of four identities she’s had to
assume in the Society. At the moment, she’s pretending to
be Inish, although that could change at any moment.
Her assignment is to accompany Explorer expeditions as a
Shield Woman, determine if the ruins in question are too
dangerous for men to poke around in, and if so kill the
other members of her expedition. She’s had to do this three
times so far, changing identities after each fatal expedition.

On one occasion, her party discovered a device that
produced weapons far more deadly than muskets. They
could kill at a distance and didn’t need to reload. Worse,
they were very simple to operate. Josephine led the party
into a death trap she’d discovered on the island and listened
to their screams as a green liquid ate the flesh from their
bones. Then she walked back to the machine and destroyed
it with one of the weapons it had created before throwing
the weapon itself into the ocean. Afterward, she used her
Pyeryem sorcery to transform into a bird and fly back to
civilization.
The Hochmeister is concerned about the stress of her
assignment. The Knights assigned to monitor her have
reported some very odd behavior on several occasions,
such as talking to herself in a strange language and crying
for no apparent reason. If the reports continue, Gunther
plans to pull her from the assignment and give her some
time to recuperate.
Josephine is an attractive woman in her late twenties. She is
tall, with long legs and flowing black hair, and dresses in

Josephine H e
practical clothing. He dem or is calm, efficient, and
distant to a fault; she doesn’t get emotionally attached to
any of the Explorers because she mi@ have to kill them if
they stumble upon the wrong device or artifact.

Anita Calissano
Anita is a servant in th
watches her employer very c
activities back to the Knights. C
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for Vincenzo’s death. More than once she’s stood over the
sleeping Prince with a knife in her hand, desperately
wanting to kill him, but realizing that, in the end, the slow
method promised by her mysterious contact will be much
more satisfjmg.

A Vodacce woman in her late thirties, Anita has piercing
green eyes and brown hair which she usually keeps in a
bun. She dresses conservatively, preferring dark colors and
lace to the more fashionable frills; Vincenzo approves of her
“proper” servant’s attitude. The other servants have taken
notice of her and a few have even made amorous advances
towards her. She carries a pair of wicked hair pins to repel
any wandering hands.
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'1 u d ith"

A Knight who dies in the Dark Paths returns as a horrible
undead creature called a Night (more details can be found
in Chapter 4). The leader of the Nights is a vicious, cunning
creature who claims to be Judith Losch, the Black Cross
who first entered the Dark Paths. While no one is certain
how she died, or if even she's really who she claims to be,
she has dedicated every fiber of her being to destroying die
Kreuzritter.
"Judith" works to transform other Knights into creatures like
herself. Using a variety of tricks, she entices wandering
Black Crosses close enough to strike, then cripples them
and slowly drains their blood over a long period of time.
When a Knight is on the brink of death, she kisses him
deeply, draining the last flickers of life from him and
transforming him into a new Night under her control. The
Order believes that she commands 15 of the 17 known
Nights in the Dark Paths, including herself. Her exact
intentions for this growing undead band are as yet
unknown, but they have clashed with the Order on
numerous occasions. The Knights consider her a threat
second only to the Strangers themselves, and the Phantom
Guards have standing orders not to engage her unless
numbers and circumstance are on their side.
While she insists that she is Judith Losch, there is ample
evidence to disprove her claim. According to Black Cross
records, her name was Jessica Klein, an Avalon Knight of

Duke Vincent Gaulle

dul Motte

The Gaulle family holds a small province in southwestern
Montaigne, far away from the Empereur and his court. Few
nobles visit the backwater area, and the Gaulles have
earned a reputation as unsophisticated country bumpkins.
That’s just how their patriarch wants it.
Vincent Gaulle dul Motte is a powerful Port6 sorcerer and
a reclusive scholar with unparalleled knowledge on the
supernatural. He has also been supporting the Order for
thirty years; while he never actively joined (he prefers his
creature comforts to all that sneaking around), he supports
their cause with all of the resources at his disposal. His
estate forms the Black Cross’s base of operations in
Montaigne (see pages 4243 and the Montuigne sourcebook,
page 26), and the Knights use it as a rallying ground for
many of their most serious missions.

In addition to the valuable resources he provides, Vincent
pursues numerous forms of intellectual inquiry. His
experiments with Port6 sorcery have proven invaluable to
the Black Crosses’ understanding of their chief enemy. His
current goal is to discover the connection, if any, between
spilled blood and the ability to perform Port& He is a Port6
mage himself, but never uses his magic unless absolutely
necessary: he is aware of the Barrier, and the effect Port6
has upon it.

In addition, he has made several advances in the study of
the Strangers themselves. A few years ago, a group of
Phantom Guards brought him the intact corpse of a
Stranger they had slain in the Dark Paths. He has since
dissected and categorized every aspect of the body, and
advanced several theories on the Strangers’ possible
vulnerabilities. Vincent has asked the Knights to procure a
live specimen for him to test these theories on, but doesn’t
expect anything soon. In the meantime, the first creature’s
pickled organs remain in a series of jars in his lab: he
numbers them among his most prized possessions.
Vincent is in his late 40s with hair graying at the edges,
giving him a distinguished look. He can often be found with
his aristocratic nose shoved in a book. Failing that, he’s
liable to be in his alchemy laboratory, wearing a blood-
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“May the arms of Theus open to you. May His embrace
keep you safe from Legion’s talons.” The ghost feinted to
the right, then slashed down with its sword so quickly that
Francis nearly lost a leg. He felt Dieter’s gaze on him as he
danced away awkwardly. What was the boy waiting for?
He lunged, and his opponent sidestepped easily, slapping
him gently on the cheek with its panzerhand. “May you find
the joys you did not find in life, receive the things you went
without so that others might not lack.”

figure that had been haunting
pushed Dieter aside, barely
en he sat up, the world shimmered
found he had difficulty standing.
moment, he surged upward,
tth with a deadly hiss of metal.
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d out over two hundred years ago.
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dsword and started
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3 the words from his father’s
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Francis staggered back. Where was his song? The blood
was pounding so strongly in his head, and the hunter was
chanting his death knell so loudly that he could no longer
hear the music that he danced to during duels.
The specter’s sword rushed toward him,and he parried, a
half-beat off. It slid down his rapier, skittered over the
guards, and cut open his sword arm. His arm went numb,
and he knew the fight was over. “May you be reunited with
those you have loved and those who have loved you.”
Defiantly, Francis assumed the first fighting stance he had
ever learned from his master - side to his opponent, rapier
en garde in front, and his other arm tucked behind him.He
calmly pointed the tip of his sword at his opponent in spite
of the blood pouring down his sword arm. As he stood
there, the song filled his head and began to rush from his
red-stained lips. He sang of his home, of his mother, and of
the beautiful girl he had left behind to become a bandit. As
his training came back to him,he waited to die.
“May Theus receive you and hold you near.”
The broadsword easily knocked aside his weakened arm,
and the rapier fell to the ground. Francis let his arm drop
to his side gratefully, almost relieved that it was over. A
lunge, and the broadsword passed into his chest. Francis fell
to the ground, mouthing the last few words of the song,
since he lacked the breath to speak them out loud: “For I
am far from home, and here shall I die.”
He drew one last shuddering breath and then lay still.
Kneeling down to close the man’s eyes, the hunter crossed
himself and whispered, “Amen.”

This chapter details the new rules in this book. It includes
new Advantages, a new form of Sorcery, and a new
Swordsman School. It also includes rules for the Heroes’
own Sanctuary and other resources at their disposal.

Grandmaster graining
It is possible to reach a Rank 6 in a Knack under certain
circumstances. First, the Hero must have a Rank 5 in the
Knack to begin with. Next, he must find a Grandmaster to
train under for anywhere from one month to a year (at the
GMs discretion). Finally, the Hero must spend 25 X P to
complete the process. This doesn’t make the Hero himself
a Grandmaster; it just gives him a Rank 6. Normally, only
NPCs and Heroes retired by their players will ever possess
the title of Grandmaster, since the ability to grant others
Rank 6 in a Knack can be game-breaking in the hands of a
player.

Kazi, the Grandmaster of die Kreuzritter who resides at
Altamira Monastery, teaches the following Knacks:

Ambush, Stealth, and Tracking.

Dead to the World
You have faked your
Crosses. You are forbi
your old life. Breaking that rule would mean death for you
and those you made aware of your continued survival. The
number of points you put in this Background determines
how emotionally attached
old life and how hard it is
believe you’re dead.
Keep in mind that many
death. This Backgroun
loved ones behind.

School
Country of Origi
pay 25 points for the
Boucher school as well. It is

Description: After it split away from the Boucher school
years ago, the Mortis school became much more focused on
its possible uses as a tool of assassination. Students of Mortis
wield a thin knife known as a stiletto in each hand, and use
the two together in a series
wound the opponent as
Rilasciare’s Vzpera ex Morsi school (which also uses a
stiletto), the intent is to ensure the target’s death. Fancy skills
and flashing blades come second
Mortis is different from Boucher
are more likely to suddenly hurl

Basic Curriculum: Criminal, Knife
Swordsman Knacks: Double-attack w e ) , Exploit
Weakness (Mortis), Riposte w e ) , Throw (Knife)

Apprentice: Students of the Mortis style of fighting are
trained to wield a stiletto in each hand. This negates the offhand penalty when using a stiletto and grants one Free
Raise when attacking with a stiletto.

Journeyman: Mortis teaches its students to take
advantage of an opponent who is surprised. When a
Journeyman of the Mortis style calls Raises to hit on a
Surprised opponent, each Raise grants an extra Kept die
(+lkl) to damage, rather than the usual unkept die (+lkO).

Master: Once the student has mastered the Mortis style,
he has learned to perform the Litany of Death. He
administers Last Rites to his opponent during the duel in
such a way as to completely unnerve him. At the start of
each Round, before Phase 1, the Master’s Fear Rating is
increased by 1 (giving him a Fear Rating of 1 if he had no
Fear Rating beforehand). This continues for a number of
Rounds equal to the Master’s Panache, after which his Fear
Rating remains the same for the rest of the battle.

New Swordsman Knacks
Double-attack (Knife): When you use this Knack,
among criminals there
not so among assassins. Students of
ation and surprise tactics to kill their
k to themselves.
rs from the same problems as
e a short reach, though this can be
m. Worse, students of Mortis get too
emg paralyzed with fear, and a fearless
.ch them off guard.

rdrman” Schools, Mortis students do not
e Swordsman Guild. Instead, they
their Swordsman Knacks.

you are making two quick Knife attacks against your
opponent, one right after the other. You must declare that
you are Double Attacking before you attack, and then roll
the two attacks using this Knack. The TN to hit your
opponent is raised by 10 when you are using Double-attack.

Throw (Knife): When you throw this weapon as an
attack, you must use this Knack instead of your Attack
Knack. The Range on a Knife is 5 plus two times your
Brawn. This Knack is the same as the Throw w e ) Knack
found in the Knife Skill in the Players’ Guide, but it is
considered a Basic Knack for students of the Mortis school.

Nacht

(25 points, Kreuzritter only)

The Knight has the ability to step through shadows into
another place. This ability is somewhat similar to the
Montaigne Port& sorcery, but has several key differences.
The Knight does not have to tear open a portal - he merely
steps into a shadow and wills himself to enter it. For a
moment, it is as if the Knight were turning into a shadow
himself, and then he vanishes without a trace, journeying to
the Dark Paths. He is sworn to kill any non-Knight who
witnesses this sorcery, upon threat of execution by the
Order, although some Knights have received exemptions to
this rule in regard to certain trusted comrades. Forfurther

details on how this sorcery works, please see the Dark Paths
description later in this chapter. There are no Knacks for this
sorcery. A sorcerer who acquires Nacht sorcery loses any other
forms of sorcery or shamanism he mkht have possessed.

Acolyte

(3 Points, Kreuzritter only)

The Knight is training an Acolyte. This Acolyte is a 60-point
Henchman (designed by the GM, or by the player with GM
approval) who is loyal to him. The Knight may train the
Acolyte in whatever manner he sees fit (polishing swords,
mucking out stables, guarding the horses, etc.) for as long as
he sees fit. However, the Order will eventually begin placing
pressure on him to allow the Acolyte to advance and
become a full-fledged Knight as well. If an Acolyte dies in
the service of the Knight, this Advantage is lost until a new
Acolyte can be found and sponsored by him.

at the same rate as the Knight, and
the Acolyte up for promotion at any
comes a Knight (rising to Hero status
man)and a trusted ally to his master. If the
on the mission, he is gone forever; nobody

Dies Lives

Nightblade

(6 Points,

Kreuzritter only)

You were chosen one year to wear the Black Glove, and it
gave you the ability to create a knife of shadow in your
hand that leaves no visible wounds on those you stab with
it. The process has left a black spot in the center of your
palm that is one-half inch in diameter. You have the abilig to

call forth a “nightblade”from your hand at will without using
an Action. A nightblade is a stiletto (Ok2 Kn@, with + I unkept
die for all Attack Rolls) made out of shadows, and it deals
damage as normal. However, it leaves no visible wounds on its
victims, and you can dispel it at will, again using no Actions.
The nightblade passes through non-living objects, meaning that
armor doesn’t work against it and it can’t be parried. This also
means that it can’t be used to p a y , either. The nightblade
vanishes and cannot be recalledfor an hour if any part of the
blade is exposed to direct sunlight.
Note: m e use of this Advantage can be canceled by things
that cancel sorcery. Acquiring this Advantage causes a
sorcerer to lose all of his previous sorcery, with the
exception of Nacht sorcery. Nightblades cannot be thrown
like ordinary knives.

Sanctuary (Varies, Die Kreuzritter only)

reuzritter only)
lieves firmly that Theus protects him as he
me extent this seems to be true,
eally protects him is anyone’s
It to you is reduced by 1 Flesh Wound.

eparate blow, although in the case
ou, the damage their weapons deal
or Shamanism cannot take this

Heroes who wish to create a Black Cross Sanctuary may do
so by investing up to 10 Hero Points per Hero during
character creation. The total cost of a Sanctuary may not be
less than 1 Hl’ per Hero contributing to it. GMs may also
use these rules to create Die Kreuzritter Sanctuaries for use
in their campaigns; they may ignore the Hero Point
requirements. Hero Points may be distributed as follows:

Size (Varies)
The size of a Sanctuary affects the resources it
upon in times of need.

1 Point: Small
1 Sanctuary Building
4 Knights
2 Laymen
3 Acolytes
5,000 Guilders per year

has to call

3 Points: Medium

Wealth (Varies

1 Sanctuary Building
8 Knights
4 Laymen
6 Acolytes
10,000 Guilders per year

Some Sanctuaries have
their Knights more to
missions. Others have expenses that
economize even further than usual.

6 Points: Large
2 Sanctuary Buildings
14 Knights
7 Laymen
10 Acolytes
15,000 Guilders per year

Leadership (Varies)
Leadership in remote Sanctuaries is typically assigned by
the Hochmeister and is chosen from among the Knights
stationed there. Alternatively, a Leader can be elected in an
emergency. The Leader makes sure his Knights have what
they need when they need it to complete their missions.
Sanctuaries do not tend to grow, as new members are offset
by deaths and Knights being transferred away.

Poor Leader: - 1 Point
Knights operating out of this Sanctuary must subtract 1 from
all their Resource rolls made within 100 miles of the
sanctuary.

Poor Sanctuav: - 1 Poin
Knights operating out
when undertaking a
Sanctuary’s yearly inco

Average Sanctualy: 0 Points
Knights operating out
lOOG when undert
Sanctuary’s yearly

Wealthy Sanctuary: 7 Point
Knights operating
undertaking a m i s
yearly income is increased by

Chapel (2 Points)
The Sanctuary has an
the Knights pray at each week. 0
who have been
explode, even if they norm

Average Leader: 0 Points
Knights operating out of this Sanctuary receive no penalties
or benefits because of their Leader.

Good Leader: 1 Point
Knights operating out of this Sanctuary may move their Bag
of Tricks roll up or down one column on the chart before
each Story. This may “wrap around” on the chart, jumping
from 10 to 1 or vice versa.

that the dice will e
normal under conditions

Healers (3 Points)
The Healers at the Sanctu
always has a vial of Herbal

Excellent Leader: 3 Points
Knights operating out of this Sanctuary gain the benefits of
a Good Leader, plus they may add 1 to all their Resource
rolls made within 100 miles of the Sanctuary.

Secret Entran

Members may enter the buildin
Sanctuary is discovered. In ter

___

Guide), it gives members an

e walls, stout locks, and
Stealth, Climbing, and
ntry to the building are

giving last rites. In addition, they receive an extra 2 unkept
dice when resisting torture or interrogation.
Depending on which part of die Kreuzritter a Hero joins,
he receives a 2-point discount on one of the following:

Assassins - Nightblade Advantage
Phantom Guard - Nacht Sorcery
Town Guardians - Acolyte Advantage
Vigilants - Blessing Advantage

ghts who operate from
sable only on Martial
than once a month.

Other 3esources
Resource Rolls

o the poor once they have

Black Crosses have the resources of the Order at their
disposal while completing a mission. To request aid above
and beyond the normal funds for a mission, the Knight
must make a Resource Roll. This is done by rolling two
unexploding dice and adding their total together. The TN
is determined by the sort of aid being requested (see
below). Naturally, Knights who have proven themselves are
more likely to have their petitions granted, so the Knight
may add 1 to the Resource Roll for every five missions he
has successfully completed for the Order, up to a maximum
of +15 to the Roll. However, he must also subtract 2 from
the roll for each item on the Bag of Tricks chart that he was
expected to return and did not.

For example, a Knight has been on 47 successful missions, but
he lost a pair of sounding beads on one of those missions. His
total bonus is 9-2, or +%If he is rolling against a 7 N 76 he
rolls two unexploding dice, adds them together, and then adds 7
to that. If the total is equal to or greater than 16 his request is
granted.
le to act as ordained priests in certain

Requesting More Money
This is the most common request within the Order. Money
is requested in multiples of 50G and the TN is 3 for every

50G. Thus, a Knight who was requesting an extra 250G
would need to roll a 15 or higher on his Resource Roll. This
may be attempted only once per mission. This money
comes from the yearly income of the local sanctuary, so
Knights should not abuse it, lest they find these funds
exhausted when they need them the most.

which is a TN 11.

Calling on Laymen of the Order
Sometimes a Knight needs a skill that he doesn’t have in
order to complete a mission. In these instances, he may call
upon one of the Laymen of the Order, who have all sorts of
useful talents. The Knight chooses one Knack that the
Layman will have, the desired Rank of the Knack, and the
Rank of the appropriate Trait. Looking below, he adds the
TN from the Trait Rank to the TN for the Knack Rank and
makes a Resource Roll against the total. If successful, there
is a Layman in the area who can help, and he can be
contacted in one day. If not, he may try again, but must
lower both the Trait and Knack by at least one Rank, and
it takes an additional day to contact the Layman.
Laymen who are specifically named and mentioned in
Chapter 1 (under Laymen of the Order) have the TN to
contact them lowered by 5, since they are so well known in
the Order. This is already reflected in the TN listed next to
their name.

Trait
0

TN

1

3
5

2
3
4

him, he would choose L
(it’s a tough lock), and a
adds the two TNs together (lo+

Each major artifact described
associated with it. In order to
mission, the mission must be of cri
the Knight may make a Resource
artifact he wishes to borrow.
a time except under extraor
must always be returned

each major artifact he’

For example, a Knight
Shadows and the miss

1

10
15

5

20

Knack
0

TN

1
2

3

2
4
6

4

8

5

10

1

will suffer a penalty of

Calling on Other Knights
A Knight may ask other Kni
Knights are typically

full Heroes

with the rest of the party withou
attention or detracting

hart
er have access to several unique items in
ir duties. Before beginning a Story, a
n the following chart to see which items
ts him. Knights preparing for specific
st specific items (for instance, they may
intment if they know they’re going to be
guard dogs). GMs should decide for
the Order grants the request or not.

ent: This greenish cream conceals a
eight hours after being applied. It
use scent to track and makes the
sible” to most animals unless he moves while in
is subtracts two Ranks from the Tracking
e tracking the Knight using scent. The
ose of this ointment.

2 - Glowing Stones: These palm-sized rocks cast a
greenish light illuminating up to 6 inches away. This allows
their carrier to work in the dark without attracting unwanted
attention. The Knight receives ten of these stones and is
expected to return them after the mission.
3 - Herbal Balm: This aromatic gel takes one Action to
apply to a character. It heals 1 Dramatic Wound or all Flesh
Wounds the character has suffered, at the character’s
option. The Knight receives one dose of this balm.

4 - Shadow Bag: This pitch-black, oily bag is cold to
the touch and holds up to eight cubic feet of material in a
2-foot by 2-foot by 2-foot space. Its contents are weightless,
no matter how much they would normally weigh. In
addition, it can be placed inside the Knight’s shadow for
safekeeping. This takes one Action and ensures that only
the Hero or a Nacht sorcerer can retrieve it. The Knight
receives one bag and is expected to return it after the
mission.

5 - Disguised Blade: This lk2 Knife looks like a
Vaticine cross. Add two Free Raises to rolls to Conceal it.
The Knight receives one Knife and is expected to return it
after the mission.

6 - Silver Thimbles: These two small silver thimbles
can be worn on a finger and a thumb. When struck
together, they make a clicking sound that affects all locks
(max TN 25) within five feet of them. If they are locked the
locks unlock, and if unlocked they lock themselves. This
only works on non-magical locks, and the sound is audible
up to thirty feet away. The Knight receives one set of
thimbles and is expected to return them after the mission.

7 - Campfire Crystals: These fist-sized reddish
crystals give off the same heat as a campfire for up to eight
hours after being struck a sharp blow, after which they are
useless. The crystals give off no light, and this allows the
Knight to have a campfire that cannot be spotted. The heat
of the crystal can be used to keep warm or cook, or even
to start a fire if activated and left among flammable
materials. The Knight receives three of these crystals.

The Hochmeisteis Ring
Gunther Schmidl has a ring, passed on fro
to Hochmeister since the founding
onyx, with a strange carving of
primarily to alert him when an as
or a Knight has been killed. He touches i
Knight as they depart on their first missio
know when anyone it has touched has di
blood and projecting to its wearer
person who has died.

8 - Pebble Watchmen: These small black stones burst
with loud popping sounds when stepped on. If scattered
around a campsite, they subtract two Ranks from the
Ambush Knack of anyone attempting to ambush the camp’s
inhabitants unless they have been tricked by Pebble
Watchmen before, in which case they can take special care
not to set them off and ignore the penalty. The Knight
receives enough stones to cover a l@foot by 10-foot area
(about 250 pebbles).

9 - Sounding Beads: These one-inch diameter beads
come in sets of two: a black bead and a white bead.
Whenever noise is made near the black bead, the white
bead reproduces it perfectly - provided it’s within 50 feet of
the black bead. Thus, the Knight can leave the black bead
in a room and listen to what is said with the white bead.
The Knight receives one set of beads and is expected to
return them after the mission.

The Hochmeister’s Ring may n
reason, and does not need recharging.

The Black
Originally foun
plain ring is made of an

is removed, it leaves a black

it was worn. Oddly, the area
addition, the wearer gains
earlier in this chapter.

0 - Hound’s Powder: This silvery dust is taken like

The Black Ring must
for an entire year to r
reason the Knights d
may not borrow it for missions.

snuff. It greatly improves the Knight’s sense of smell, adding
one Rank to his Tracking Knack for up to eight hours after
application, although this benefit is canceled if the creature
being tracked has no scent. The Knight receives enough
powder for two doses.

Found in the Crucible of Night don
the Black Glove is a similar iype of

at fades after a few seconds,

ut of shadows from the mark. This ability
tblade Advantage earlier in
the Crucible of Night
to recharge after its use. This is why the
1 have the Nightblade Advantage. Knights
MOW it for missions.

lowered, the wearer reappears in the real world just as if he
were stepping out of a shadow using Nacht sorcery.
The Knights keep at least two of the Cloaks in the Crucible
of Night at all times. There used to be four of them, but it
was discovered that if a Cloak stayed out of the Crucible for
more than a day and a night without being recharged for a
like amount of time, it would dissolve into nothing. Since
the Cloaks must be recharged so often, two of them must
be kept constantly cycling. The other is reserved for
emergencies. The TN to borrow a Cloak is 22.

The Dark Blade
icy chill where the shadows
at someone or something is

ghts are aware of, but it is used to

Paths immediately, whether or not he
Furthermore, the wearer and
ak is immune to the effects of
the Cloak can instantly carry its
uching it to anywhere in the Dark
m is familiar with the place and

Potentially the most dangerous artifact the Order possesses,
the Dark Blade is a sword with a hilt and pommel made of
human bone and a blade formed of shadows. This artifact
was reportedly taken from a slain Night’s body, somehow
retaining its properties even after the creature’s death. The
Blade is seldom lent out to a Knight, because it seems to
contain some of the Night’s hatred for life, making it
dangerous in even the most pacifistic person’s hands. The
TN to borrow the Blade is 30.

The Dark Blade is a 4k2 weapon that ignores armor and cannot
be parried. In addition, the wielder may increase the damage
inflicted by the Blade by suffering Flesh Wounds himself, on a
one-for-one basis. Thus, if the Damage Roll was a 17, the
wielder could increase it to a 22 by suffering 5 Flesh Wounds
himselJ: Finalb, the curse of the Blade means that the person
carrying it (it must be a person, as no animal will permit the
Blade near it) acquires an extra “Hubris” called “Bloodthirsty.”
The GM may activate this Hubris by spending a Drama die in
order to anger the Hero, have him draw the Blade once angered
and kill a helpless foe. The player may oppose the activation of
this Hubris as usual. Fate Witches who examine the Hero’s
Arcana will see a dark, looming shape above it, something like
an Ussuran’s Arcana.

Die Kyeuzritter
National Snfluence
Black Crosses vary from one nation to the next. While
every Knight is unique, some broad trends have developed
among its members, depending upon the country. New
players may want some guidance in deciding how to play
their Black Cross Heroes. We’ve provided some rough
templates for each nation, suggesting the sort of Traits and
Skills native Knights are likely to have. These aren’t hard
rules - the Order has many Knights, after all - but can give
you some idea of how its members vary across the face of

Inquisitor seems to be aware of th
existence, and suspects that the Knights
accomplish their goals. Thus, the Blac
have made it their top priority to work
destruction or dismantling of the Inquisiti
Inquisition’s goals are
they represent a dan
must therefore be eliminated. Missions in Cmtille often
concern themselves with discovering the
Inquisitors and assassina g them, or th
Inquisition’s efforts in other arenas. Knights from Castille
de base of knowledge.
are politically savvy and possess

Emphasized Traits

Thcah.
w

Avalon
The Black Cross in Avalon must operate very carefully. The
Sidhe don’t have shadows that extend to the Dark Paths, so
a Knight can be surprised when emerging from the Paths by
a Sidhe calmly sitting in his way, curious how the Knight
managed to perform that amazing trick. Missions in Avalon
tend to be courier deliveries, snatch and run jobs, or small
assassinations - a Glamour mage who’s proving
troublesome to the Church, or a vocal member of the
Druids. Black Crosses are instructed to stay clear of Elaine’s
court if possible: Derwyddon is an unknown factor, and the
Order isn’t ready for him to know of them just yet. Knights
from Avalon are cautious and meticulous in their duties.

Emphasized Traits: Finesse, Wits
Suggested Skills: Criminal, Crossbow, Sailor, Spy
Suggested Advantages: Keen Senses, Legendary Trait
(wits)

Castille
The Order treads softly in Castille as well, although Vaticine
City is technically the Order’s Headquarters. This is

tier, Criminal, Heavy Weapon,

Emphasized Traits: Wits, Resolve
Suggested Skills: Commander, Hunter, Performer,

an Education, Combat

Streetwise

Suggested Advantages: Academy, Legendary Trait
(Resolve)
the Black Crosses are most active,
me - the Kippe Academy.
the country has allowed the
much more aggressively.
onster-hunting expeditions,
vered ruins, training new
nobility to ensure that they don’t
Stefan Heilgrund, in particular, is
in the Order and may soon
Knights from Eisen are at
n the city.

Montaigne
Next to Eisen, the Order is most aggressive in Montaigne.
Knowing how destructive Port6 magic is to the Barrier has
the Knights here on edge. Operating out of Bascone,
they’ve been performing experiments with mirror ghosts
and their anti-Port6 properties, culminating in the project
that “eliminated” Port6 from the cily of Tamis. Missions in
Montaigne often target flagrant Port6 users, sometimes
releasing mirror ghosts into their homes, sometimes simply
killing the perpetrator outright. Occasionally, texts on the
nature of sorcery surface in Montaigne, and the Order

spares no expense to acquire these for itself. Knights from
Montaigne are carefully trained in the arts of seduction and
spycraft.

Emphasized Traits: Wits, Panache
Suggested Skills: Courtier, Criminal, Firearms, Servant
Suggested Advantages: Dangerous Beauty, Noble

Ussura
Die Kreuwitter was one of the first secret societies to find its
way into Ussura. After some initial difficulties, it is said that
the Hochmeister met with Matushka herself, and the two
reached an agreement - the details are hazy, but the gist
seems to be that Matushka allows the Black Crosses to
operate in Ussura, and they try to keep Port6 out of the
country. Missions based in Ussura are generally concerned
with the exploration of newly discovered ruins and keeping
sorcery out of Ussura for as long as possible. Many Ussuran
Knights possess the Ussuran shapeshifting magic. Knights
from Ussura are very self-sufficient.

Emphasized Traits: Brawn, Wits

Suggested Advantages:

Vodacce
Vodacce is perhaps the most
can serve. The Fate Witches make keeping s
but the Knights have
diminish contact be
the formation of a strong, easily discernable
them. Much of the o
where members leave mess
that require frequent co
rotated on a regular basi
focus on investigating
sorcery, and assassinating
of the Order (after which the ass
smuggled out of Vodacce
of the craftiest men

Emphasized Traits:
Suggested Skills:
Hunter

Suggested Advantages: Corn

Suggested Skills: Hunter, Knife, Performer, Scholar
Suggested Advantages: Pyeryem Sorcery, Toughness

VendeVVestenrnannavn j ar
The Order hasn’t yet decided what to do about the Vendel
civil war, if anyhng. It is uncertain whether Lzrdom
sorcery damages the Barrier in some manner. Likewise, it is
unknown what effects Vendel predominance in trade will
have. Because of this, most Vendel missions are concerned
with information gathering, snatching some dangerous
artifact, or the assassination of some troublesome person.
Knights from Vendel are trained to operate under almost
any conditions.

Emphasized Traits: Wits, Brawn
Suggested Skills: Criminal, Hunter, Sailor, Wrestling

Elsewhere
Knights can also be
the Crescent EmDb
I
These Black Crosses usually receive exploratio
assassination missio
though they are so
entrusted with the de
from outside ThCah are often tre
methods they bring to a mission
when it was thought impossible.

Emphasized Traits: Finesse,
Suggested Skills: Athlete,
Suggested Advant

(Wits), Toughness

flames simply snuff out when introduced to the realm. This
also means that firearms are useless on the Paths, since
gunpowder must ignite to fire the bullets.

its dangers. Unfortunately for the Knights,
their struggle here, there may well be no

state of twilight. The
s not seem to give off
Knights have come to feel that
eping something out of
e, enormous shapes press
know that Port6 use tears
ome permanent over time.
have looked through
- one
___ .. Jvery liquid-like substance

d featureless, and gives
e hills and valleys of the real
ut buildings and other artificial
shadows of such
,sometimes hanging in
creatures and plants,
ically move to match their
ater do not exist in
aths while swimming could
all, suddenly finding yourself
ound (a firm surface) can

es of the Paths
rate within the Paths, and many
work as normal. However, there are
erhaps most importantly, fire
el are useless and open

Secondly, as stated above, bodies of water do not exist on
the Dark Paths. A Hero supported by water will fall
immediately upon entering the Paths. Third, the ground in
the Dark Paths is some sort of indestructible black material.
No efforts to dig into it in any manner have been successful.
Lastly, sounds are greatly muffled on the Paths, sounding
much farther away than they really are. This gives a penalty
of one unkept die to detect any Ambush or Stealth attempts.
This isn’t usually a problem, but with creatures such as the
Nights around, the strange acoustics of the place can cause
a Knight to be taken unaware.

Enterin the Paths

8

A Knight w o possesses Nacht sorcery may enter the Dark
Paths by spending one Action as long as he’s touching, or
partially in a shadow, including his own. Unless in total
darkness, or in an area with lighting designed to eliminate
all shadows, this is usually a simple requirement to fulfill.
Heroes wearing a Cloak of Shadows may also enter the
Dark Paths by spending one Action to raise the hood on the
Cloak, they don’t have to be touching a shadow to do so.
When entering the Dark Paths by either method, a Hero
can bring along only 20 lbs. of equipment, and he can never
bring another living creature across. (Once in the Dark
Paths, however, the Cloaks may transport anyone touching
them; their power is stronger here). There are no known
natural entries to the Dark Paths.

Moving throu

Bh the Paths

The Paths are a sha ow of ThCah, so one mile walked in
the Dark Paths is one mile walked on Th6ah. Of course,
since no way has been found to bring riding mounts to the
Dark Paths, travel tends to be much slower. The only
exception to this is using the magical properties of one of
the Cloaks of Shadows, in which case travel is instant. The
only drawback is that the Cloak must be returned to the

Crucible of Night within 24 hours or it dissolves to nothing,
dumping the wearer back into the real world.

Dangers of the Paths
While the Paths are mostly uninhabited, several dangers
threaten those who walk them.
The first and most dangerous is shadowburn. ThCan beings
in the Dark Paths are constantly assailed by an icy chill that
seems to sap their strength. This works identically to the
Drowning rules (see the Game Masters’ Guide, page 174),
except that the only way to stop this damage is to leave the
Dark Paths. A Hero can cover only about 50 feet in the
Dark Paths for each Action spent, due to the constant pain.
There is no known way to prevent shadowburn except the
Cloaks of Shadows; new initiates to the Phantom Guards
take care to remain touching their superior (and his Cloak)
during their initial tour of the Dark Paths.
The second danger of the Dark Paths are the Nights. These
emaciated warriors claim to be Black Crosses who have
died in the Dark Paths. They wield sword-like versions of
the nightblades (which cannot be parried), and their armor
is forged from darkness itself. Twenty are known to have
existed at one point, although three of them have been
destroyed by Black Crosses. Their leader claims to be Judith
Losch, the Black Cross who led the Knights to safety and
first urged them to protect the Barrier against the ravages of
sorcery. Whether she is actually who she claims to be or not,
these creatures seem to know many of the Knights’ greatest
weaknesses.
The last danger of the Dark Paths are the monstrous
creatures that slither their way through tears in the Barrier.
The Knights believe them to be the minions of Legion, like
the Strangers, but larger and more fearsome. Nightmares of
every variety have been found on the Paths, and a Knight
never knows what he will encounter there. Experienced
Phantom Guards have learned to be viglant.

Leaving the Paths
A Knight may leave th
of the shadows and
reappears in the real
shadow without appe
exception to this i
underwater, and then
effects of the Drowning
of Shadows may leave
Action to lower the hood on the Cloak;
be in or touching a sh
natural exits from the Dark Paths.

Attacking thr
Characters using N
surprise attacks on th
shadow at an enemy, he receive
Ambush roll.

isn’t good for everythmg. It won’t
p out of bonds, for instance, nor can it be
s. Without light, there can be no
,by extension, that a Hero cannot use
, darkened cell, unless at least a little

10 Hours
15 Hours
1 Day
2 Days
4 Days
1 Week

2 Weeks
thrown by the Hero cannot pass
st be holding an object to take
Dark Paths and vice versa.
ng sensation when stepping through a
Hero to step part way through
ust finish the transition completely
process: if he spends an Action to
must then spend another Action to

20
25
30
35
40
45
50

The hunter must roll against this TN using Wits + Tracking.
If he succeeds, the prey’s lead is reduced by one row (hom
2 days to 1 day, for instance). Each Raise the hunter makes
reduces the prey’s head start by one additional row. Should
this reduce the lead below 1 hour, the hunter catches up to
the prey. On the other hand, if the hunter fails any of these
rolls, the prey increases his lead by one row. If this increases
past 2 weeks, the prey gets away, and the hunter will need
a different way to track him.

Conditional Modifiers

achingportant to the Black Crosses and
of their missions, GMs may wish
em to add more realism to the
es can be found under the

Dlayers’ Guide.

Weather (use the highest applicable modifier)
Clear
Snow/Fog
Light Ra@/Rgh Winds
Medium Rrun/Sleet
Heavy Rainplizzard

+o
+5
+10
+15

+20

Ground o p e (Use the gpe most prevalent in the area)

eaa m a n
ck his prey, the GM must
start the prey has. The older
t is to follow. All TNs for the
cording to the following chart (use

TN
1 Hour

The task of tracking may be made easier or more difficult
depending upon the weather, the type of ground, the size of
the prey, and the like. Apply the following modifiers, if
needed, to the TN:

5

Mud/Snow
Sand Dunes
Loose Dirt
Packed Earth
Stone

-10

-5
+O

+5
+10

Trafic (use the highest applicable modifier)
-5
+0
+5

None
Light (Village)
Medium (Town)
Heavy (City)

+10

Prey’s Size (Use the largest size applicable)
Drachen or larger
-15
Horse/Cow
-5
Man
DogMTolf
Rabbit
Mouse

+o
+5
+10
+15

Maneuvers
If the prey is aware of pursuers, or expecting to be followed,
he can perform a number of maneuvers to try to shake off
pursuit. However, each of these eats up valuable time, and
the effort is wasted if the pursuer sees through the ruse.
Each maneuver is described below.

River Crossings
When crossing a river or other body of water, the prey
simply wades up or downstream, taking care to step on
stones, and emerges from the river in a spot where his
tracks will not be too obvious to his pursuers. The prey
chooses how far he wades; the longer he stays in, the harder
it is to track him, but the more ground he loses in the event
that his pursuers outwit him.

Erasing Tracks
The prey uses a large leaf or similar device to rub out his
footprints behind him as he goes. He might also sprinkle
leaves behind him, if appropriate. The more effort he
spends concealing his tracks, the harder it is to find them,
but the longer he spends in one place, the more his lead
shrinks.

Tree Climbing
The prey climbs up one tree, leaps across to another, and
then drops back to the ground. Of course, if the prey wants
to do a more carefuljob, he leaps from tree to tree until he
is some distance from the original before climbing back
down. On the other hand, this is time-consuming, and the
hunter could stumble upon the new trail very quickly.

Doubling Back
The prey turns around and w
footprints for a time, then
ground away from the o r i p a l
prey is free to run in another direction
follows the false trail. Of course, it takes
up a false trail, and good trackers know t

Game Effects
After each of the hunter’s rolls
trick him by making a Wits + S
he rolls, he may raise the TN required for th
through the maneuver by 5 (st
Should the hunter succeed
Tracking roll, the prey’s he
every 5 points he raised the TN by.
the hunter fails the roll, the prey g

For instance, if the prey has a
17, he can increase the hunter
up to 20. However, if the hunter then succeeds a
prey loses three rows from hG
down to a 75-hourlead. Of c

of Theus open to you. May his embrace keep you safe from
Legion’s talons...”

Some time later, a cloaked man and a maddened horse
galloped for the edge of the woods as if all the fiends of the
Abyss were after them. Had he dared to look behind him
at the rustlings and strange noises he heard, he would have
been hard pressed to deny it.
down at the corpse beneath

him.

ig he had read on the dying man’s
am far from home, and here shall I
reminded him of the day, three
crouched in a tree and watched his
d his funeral. He cursed the bishop
n this damning quest and vowed to
3 man suffer.
mpleted, and he decided in an
be. He would spare the boy; he
d arrange for him to disappear,
ceive word that a Black Cross
the young Vendel should not

ound a tangled tree, but
interfered with the fight
k tree had enfolded him
ed - pinned there like

the tree contracted, squeezing the breath out of him. Dieter
aded pistol lying just out of his
r picked it up and placed it
e began to speak, “May the arms

The Bishop awoke in a fine appetite that morning. He
would have his cook prepare him six or seven hen’s eggs, a
loaf of bread, a thick slab of bacon or two, and maybe some
custard. Mouth watering, he sat up to ring the bell, when
something brushed across his chest. He looked down, and
his eyes opened wide. A black cross hung around his neck,
and tied to it was a note. Hands shaking, he opened it and
began to read ...

“My Dearest Bishop,
The task you have asked of my Order is complete. Both
men are dead. However, because of your zeal for
vengeance, an innocent man lost his life. This will not go
unpunished. In your stables this morning you will find a
new mare. She is your Me from now on. The day she dies,
I will know, and I will come for you while you sleep. You
know enough about my Order to know that I speak the
truth. If you run, I will find you. If you hire guards, I will
find you. I suggest that you treat the horse with the utmost
kindness, for I have heard that hard work and cruelty will
shorten an animal’s life. May your mare live a long and
healthy life. I believe she enjoys apples.”
The Bishop leaned back in his bed once more and numbly
let the note fall from his grasp. Suddenly, he wasn’t hungry
any more.

with that statement if you’re a game desi

one more time: Is
save the lives of eve9 other man, woman, and
For most people, this one’s
or high-minded enough t
death for the sake
This part of the chapter is expressly for players who are
going to create a new Kreuzritter PC, or who want to get a
better handle on one they’re already running. It’s not
appropriate for players who aren’t playing a Black Cross, so
if you aren’t a member, scat!

Murder is an immoral act, and the
is much more so.

A Matter of Scale
7th Sea is about heroism and heroes. It’s about swinging
from the chandelier while taking out five or six brutes at a
time. It’s definitely not about playing murderers who silence
their enemies without a second thought. With that in mind,
you might ask Why are you letting me play the Black
Crosses then? Aren’t they evil?

you’d be damning yourself to
long time.

Sort of,

might be very pleasan
little old ladies in
you’ve ever loved com

Morality isn’t always painted in the pleasant blacks and
whites that so many of us would like to believe in. In this
case, it’s a matter of scale. Here’s an unpleasant question to
consider: When is it all right to murder aperson?
Obviously, the first answer that springs to most healthy
minds is Never or Only in Self Defense. Those are good
answers, and if everyone stuck to them, the world would be
a nicer place. But, just for the sake of argument, let’s
broaden the question a bit: Is it all right to murder aperson

if doing so will save someone else?

This time, the answer becomes more complicated. You
might want to know if the person you’re going to kill is

In the real world, these sorts
that often. But if you can

Almost?

Welcome to the shado

Derek saw that Gerrold’s hand couldn’t quite reach him and
pulled his own away, tears in his eyes.
“Gerrold, it’s no use. Get out!”
Gerrold’s eyes narrowed and he thrust his arm deeper into the
flames, $poring the pain. “I’d rather die.’’
Seeing the resolve in his friend’s tyes as the flesh on his arm
turned red and blistered, Derek found the courage to stand and
leap through the flames to Gerrold’s side. Limping, the two of
them stumbled outside just as the barn collapsed.
The Oath of Loyalty is the most important Oath as far as
most Black Crosses are concerned. These men and women
have given up their past lives to become members of this
society and stand between the Strangers and mankind.
They’ve had to abandon friends, family, everything they
knew and loved. Most Knights are just not willing to suffer
that loss a second time.
When getting an idea of your Hero’s personality, you may
wish to go one of two ways. Either your Hero has come out
of the experience a bit more clinging and needy than
before, or he has decided that it’s not worth being hurt
again and rejects all offers of friendship or romance.
The first option is ideal for a player character. The Hero
becomes slightly paranoid when it comes to the safety of his
friends and companions. This strengthens the bonds
between the party and gives you a strong reason why your
Hero would rush to his friends’ aid at the drop of a hat he’s lost everything he loved once before, and he’ll be
damned if that’s going to happen again.
The second option is also workable, but it’s dangerous
ground. Heroes who have decided that friendship isn’t
worth the heartache are difficult to integrate into a party.
They typically tag along out of selfish or hidden motives,
and should those motives be removed;they have no reason
to stay with the party. Remember that it’s not fair to expect
the rest of the players to roleplay their Heroes incorrectly so
that you can play yours the way you want.

Try to predict future problems when creating your Hero. If
you are playing with a group of Explorer’s Society members

who want to explore dangerous Syrneth ruins, remember
what’s apt to happen if they catch you destroying valuable
artifacts, or worse yet, you have to kill party members
because they’ve stumbled onto something Man Was Not
Meant To Know. Playing a Kreuzritter is not an excuse to
spoil your friends’ fun,and it shouldn’t be used as such.

knowing that he has accomplished something good - that
his sacrifice has helped someone. It lessens the burden of
g d t they have to bear.

This

isn’t how the
consider their deeds a way to salve
simply see themselves
against Legion in ever

The Little Guy
The Rose and Cross
his eyes away in revulsion as Gerrold
dropped fijly Guilders into the little beggar girl’s bowl. As they
walked away, Gerrold eyed his traveling companion.
“What now, oh moral compass?” he asked belligerentb.
The Knight glared at him, “Doesn’t your hypocrisy ever stop?
Tomorrowyou might be ordered to kill that little girl, and so you
salve your conscience by giving her money from the Church money that you neither earned nor care about. Is that somehow
supposed to make up for your sins? Is that it?”
Gerrold stopped and looked the man in the eye. “No. It’s
supposed to feed, clothe, and house her until such time as I am
ordered to cut out her heart. Simple charity could never erase the
sins I have committed.”
The Knight raised his eyebrow. “Then why do it?”

more pragmatic and honest Black Crosses w
Rose and Cross in the story above

this makes up for my sins a bit. But e
still eat tonight?”

Not Even Your Own
same way.
“Gerrold. Come back!” s
before he realized that she was talking In

Somehow, she seemed to sens

Gerrold replied quietly, “Because I can, of course.”
The second Oath - Charity - is part of what keeps the
Kreuzritter from crossing the line into outright villainy. In
game terms, performing good deeds helps to balance out
the evil the Knight is forced to commit in the course of
carrying out his duties.Ideally, this should keep his
Reputation from falling below -30, which would make him
an NPC villain.
In roleplaying terms, these acts of kindness keep the Knight
sane. While the Order’s goals are indeed noble, it’s often
hard to see what effect they’re having on the world when
they kill a Stranger or assassinate a particularly troublesome
sorcerer. Good deeds are simple. The Knight gives money
to a beggar, and the beggar can feed his family. Even the
most jaded Kreuzritter can walk away from that exchange

nose. Hearing the change
and was gone before she
“Gerrold?” His mother sat
her son was alive
It must have been another dream.

Hochmeister, you’re going to
using your nightblade in front of

_-

Und this simply by using your
Wait for opportunities to present
n split up for various reasons. Use
ch a way that their true nature can’t be
ents on a Syrneth artifact, or
acquired the ability.
or simply ask your
before you step into
e down to it, there’s no need for
the Oath to interfere too heavily with the use of your

horror as the creature continued to pulse its
’ the Barrier like an enormous caterpillar.
ast sixqfeet long, and in a moment,
Quickly, he stepped into a nearby
is sword, The beast was worming its way
town, drawn by the scent of

Remember the ultimate goal of the Black Crosses above
everythmg else: The destruction of the Strangers comes
first. If you encounter one of these creatures, all bets are off.
These monsters represent an unknown - but seemingly
hostile and manipulative - force on Theah. The Strangers
might be whispering into the ears of a dozen lungs and a
hundred priests.

A Knight’s finest hour comes when he and his companions
are the only thing standing between a sleepy village and an
enormous thing from beyond the Barrier. This is your
chance to drop the charade and get down to business.

Of course, it pays to be cautious. Make sure that the King’s
advisor is really a Stranger before sticking your sword in
him,or you could be in for a world of hurt.

A -

--

looked down at his sword and
on it made against a monster
e ground, he felt around in
poisonous dust so deadly that it could
that there was on4 one way to be sure,
d his neck and ran at the monster
nnen! ”

I

sensed his approach and turned its
jaged teeth that could grind
and then thought of the people he
girl, his mother, even the
Knight. Closing his tyes, he leapt.
began to gather.

Criminal: Ambush 6,
Streetwise: Shopping 3, Soci
Underworld Lore 4
Commander: Artillery 3, Gunnery 2, Incita
5, Logistics 5, Strategy 5, Tactics 5

Panzerhand: Attack
Pugilism. Attack (Pughsm)3, Ear Clap 3,
Rider: Ride 4
5, Envelop 5, Flank 5, Hold Ground 5, Re
5, Scout 5, Set vs. Charge 5, Trim Line 5,
Players should stop reading now. This section of the book
contains material that is intended for the GM only. Ignoring
this warning will spoil countless surprises for you during the
game.

“General Stauss.” He led the

NPC Secrets
This section contains the secrets of the characters in the
Charity chapter that we felt were too sensitive to give to the
players.

peeking out from under the man’

assassination methods.

t was unaware

Order.

m,

Advantages: Eisen
High Eisen (R/w), ThCan 0,
mission, he agreed to join. He fake
Montaigne (R/w), Academy, Membership: Kreuzritter,
and left the public eye for good. Sin
Nacht Sorcery, Servants
Courtier: Dancing 4, Diplomacy 5, Etiquette 5, Fashion 4,
Lip Reading 4,Mooch 5, Oratory 5, Politics 5, Scheming 3,
Sincerity 5

risen to become Hochmeister of
marvelous organization and lead

th

(and the circumstances of
be found in the Eisen sourcebook,

The Hero adds his Resolve to his Attack Rolls when using this
weapon. Thus, a Hero with a 6 Resolve who rolled a 24 would
modify the roll to a 30.

%

%

Brawn: 2
Finesse: 4

The T N to break this weapon is 110.

When affected by sorcery while holding the spear, the Hero
may spend one Drama die to resist that magic.

%

The Hero receives up to 8 additional Drama dice at the start
of each Story. This cannot more than double the Hero’s starting
Drama dice. These additional dice may on4 be used if the Hero
is touching the spear.
%

Background: True Identity

kan, Montaigne, Combat Reflexes,
embership: Kreuzritter, Opahkung,

The Opahkung Advantage costs 10 points and may only be
taken by a Kanu, which has put a considerable crimp in
Kazi’s plan to give to the spear to another Knight.
Unfortunately, he’s running out of time. Kazi has had a
vision of his own death at the hands of a Stranger, and he
knows he will not live more than another two years. He’s
considering sending word back home, but doesn’t know if
that will do any good. He doesn’t want Kanuba to become
embroiled in the Black Cross crusade, so he continues to
look here, hoping somehow to find a proper heir.

learm) 5, Parry (Polearm) 5
a shaman known as an

for hundreds of years. In the
ung Advantage, it possesses

0,
Castille 0,
High Eisen
0,
Eisen 0,
Montaigne 0,
ThCan, Vendel,

Advantages: Avalon

Vodacce, Faith, Linguist, Membership: Kreuzritter
Hunter: Ambush 6, Stealth 5, Survival 3, Tracking 5, Traps 3
Sailor: Balance 1, Climbing 3, Knotwork 2, Leaping 2,
Rigging 1

Scholar: History 2, Mathematics 1, Philosophy 2, Research
2, Theology 3
Spy: Disguise 3, Shadowing 4,Sincerity 3
Streetwise: Socializing 3, Street Navigation 2, Underworld
Lore 2
Athlete: Footwork 5, Sprinting 3, Throwing 3
Fencing: Attack (Fencing) 4, Parry (Fencing) 3
Knife: Attack (Knife) 2, Parry (&de) 5
Valroux (Journeyman): Double Parry (Fencin-fe)
4, Feint
(Fencing) 5, Tagging (Fencing) 4, Exploit Weakness
(Valroux) 5
After learning that the Order did not intend to avenge his
friend’s death at the hands of I’Empereur, Jacques decided
that he would find someone more cooperative. He has
sought out a man he met many years ago - now calling
himself the Kire and on a mission of vengeance of his own.
Jacques plans to “swap tasks” with the Kire once the burly
man has matured some. He will offer to hunt down the
person who killed the Kire’s wife and daughter, and in
exchange the Kire will kill the Empereur, allowing the
Order to eliminate the man without exposing themselves.

Athlete: Break Fall 1, Climbing 2, Footwo
Running 4, Sprinting 4, Swimming 3,
Heavy Weapon: Attack (Heavy Weap
Weapon) 4
Gray uses the standard wolf stats (see the
Canines in the Villain Chapter of the GMs’
he possesses Nacht sorcery m well.
Tana and Gray share a bond betw
Gray to follow Tana anywhere, even into the
After entering the Paths once, Gray could do i
uncertain why the Dark Paths do no
as they do a human. Other than thei
have no secrets.

Background: Lost Relative

Kreuzritter, Toughness
Hunter: Stealth 4, S

Advantages: Vendel (R/w), ThCan, Montaigne, Large,
Membership: Kreuzritter, Nacht Sorcery

Hunter: Ambush 4, Animal Training 5, Skinning 3, Stealth
5, Survival 3, Tracking 4, Trail Signs 3, Traps 2
Merchant: Butcher 3, Cooking 2, Haggling 3, Spinner 3
Streetwise: Socializing 1, Scrounging 2, Shopping 2, Street
Navigation 3, Underworld Lore 1

Athlete: Climbing 4, Footwork 4
Swimming 3
Commander: Strategy 3, Tactics
Fencing: Attack (Fencing) 3, P
Rider: Ride 4
with her pain. She doesn’t want to s
else for that matter. s

rest

Wits: 3
Resolve: 4
Panache: 3
Reputation: 12
Background: Cursed
Arcana: None
Avalon

0,
Montaigne,

ThCan, Able

Advantages: Crescent (R/W), ThCan, Montaigne, Combat
Reflexes, Faith, Membership: Kreuzritter
Courtier: Dancing 5, Diplomacy 3, Etiquette 2 (4 in
Crescent), Fashion 3, Oratory 3
Hunter: Ambush 6, Stealth 5, Survival 4,Tracking 6
Athlete: Climbing 1, Footwork 4, Leaping 5, Rolling 4, Sidestep 4, Sprinting 3, Throwing 1
Dirty Fighting: Attack (Dirty Fighting) 3, Kick 4, Throat
Strike 3
Knife: Attack (Knife) 5, Parry w e ) 5
Marikk (Journeyman): Double-attack (Katar) 4, Exploit
Weakness (Marikk) 5, Lunge (Katar) 4,Whirl 5
Rider: Ride 5, Trick Riding 4

ame since the Unseelie
s into his neck. He doesn’t know it, but
so infected him with a portion

e is now part Unseelie. While it
or personality, wards and
e Sidhe will work with full

Kursis uses two Crescent knives known as katars. These knives
inflict 2k2 damage, have -2 unkept dice when thrown, and
have - 1 unkept die when used for Active Defense.
Apprentice (Marikk): Marikk is a Crescent knife-fighting style
using two katars. The student suffers no off-hand penalty
when using a katar. In addition, for each attack on a single
target during a Round that Kursis makes, the target’s TN to
be hit is reduced by twice Kursis’ Mastery Level (4 points
total) when Kursis is attacking. Thus, the second time Kursis
attacks a TN 25 target, the TN drops to a 21 for him,and
only him.

Journeyman (Marikk): Kursis has mastered an extraordinary
somersaulting attack that places him behind his opponent.

By spending two Actions (only one of which need be
currently “legal”), Kursis may perform a rear attack on his
target. The target may Actively Defend.

New Knack: Whirl. Whirl is a spinning attack designed
to take out multiple unskilled enemies at once. For each
Rank you have in this Knack, you may add 2 to your Attack
Roll when attacking Brutes. Thus, a Hero with a Rank 3 in
Whirl would increase a roll of 19 to a 25 when attacking
Brutes.

Vagos who has infiltrated the In
occasions, Largo has come dangerov
her real identity, and she may have to kill him if
closer. The irony of their situatio
realized who the other one truly se
powerful bond between their respective gro
pursuing their romantic attraction further.

Kursis has no secrets. He has come from the Crescent
Empire to serve the Order as an Assassin and that’s it. The
reason he doesn’t want to talk about his past is that he left
a girl behind to join the Order, and doesn’t like talking
about her. As for his wild tales, he’s just repeating stories
he’s heard other Crescents tell. He doesn’t know whether
they’re true or not.

Advantages: Montaigne, ThCan, Ussuran
Beauty, Keen Senses, Membership: Kre

Background: Romance
Arcana: Starcrossed

(w,

Advantages: Avalon (R/W), Castille
Eisen (R/W),
ThCan
Montaigne (R/W), Castillian Education, Faith,

(w,

Membership: Kreuzritter, Ordained, University
Courtier: Dancing 1, Diplomacy 3, Etiquette 3, Fashion 1,
Gossip 4,Oratory 1, Politics 5, Scheming 3, Sincerity 5
Criminal: Ambush 3, Gambling 1, Lockpicking 5 ,
Shadowing 2, Stealth 4
Merchant: Accounting 5, Scribe 4
Scholar: History 4, Law 3, Mathematics 5, Occult 3,
Philosophy 4,Research 4,Theology 4
Spy: Bribery 3, Conceal 5, Cryptography 4,Forgery 4
Athlete: Climbing 2, Footwork 3, Sprinting 2, Throwing 3
Fencing: Attack (Fencing) 4,Parry (Fencing) 4
Firearms: Attack (Firearms) 4
Largo has no secrets, but Lilia, the woman he’s in love with,
certainly has her share. She’s actually a member of Los

Hunter: Ambush 5, Stealth 4,Survival 3,
Spy: Conceal 4,Disguise 3, Poison 4,Shad0
Pyeryem (Apprentice): Speak 3, Man
Athlete: Climbing 4, Footwork 4
Sprinting 3, Swimming 3, Throwir
Fencing: Attack (Fencing) 3, Parry
Josephine, or Jan. Muratova, as sh
possessed. One of the artifacts she c
during her missions placed the trapped essenc
Stranger into her body. It is gradually growing stro
taking over her mind. Her body is slowly chan
but the creature seems capable of
On the other hand, the process
strong. She knows what’s
do about it. She’s contempl
may give the creature unc
Unless something is done,
erased Jan. from existence and taken over her body within
a year. If this happens, the creature
memories - and many of the Order

e is having problems around
ie animals sense the creature
L
I IIuLIIIIIg
to do with her. This only adds
he feels that Matushka is abandoning her

Criminal: Gambling 1, Shadowing 3
Hunter: Ambush 5, Skinning 3, Stealth 6, Trackmg 6
Scholar: Astronomy 2, History 4, Law 4, Mathematics 4,
Natural Philosophy 3, Occult 4, Philosophy 4, Research 3,
Theology 5
Knife: Attack (Knife) 5, Parry (Knife) 5
Mortis (Journeyman): Double-attack (Knife) 4, Exploit
Weakness (Mortis) 4,Riposte (Kmfe) 4,Throw (Knife) 4
Note: Judith has forgotten many skills during her long period of
undeath. These are just a sampling of the knowledge she once
possessed.

Background: Vendetta
Arcana: Stubborn

, Etiquette 4,

. She

Fashion 4, Gossip 4,

desires only Vincenzo

langerous Beauty, Servants
3macy 4, Etiquette 5, Fashion 4,
eduction 5, Sincerity 5

Judith is able to generate Shadow Armor, as other Nights. I n
addition, she can project one nightblade from each of her hands
and throw them like normal knives, generating new blades to
~
her to use the Mortis syle of fighting
replace them l l i allows
she is familiar with. She is also capable of assuming control of
any Night she is in physical contact with when he "dies."
Sometimes the best lie is the truth. "Judith" really is Judith
Losch. Several years after the Order was reorganized to
protect the Hierophant,Judith was attacked by a Stranger in
the Dark Paths and killed.
However, death is ephemeral at best in the Dark Paths.
Judith awoke, trapped in her own corpse, and the strain
drove her insane. The Order has rigged the records to keep
morale up, but Judith remains an implacable enemy.

A

A

banctuarqJ becrets
A Hovel in Carmen
The entry into Bryn Bresail is real, hidden under some
garbage in a side alley. However, the Sidhe will know
instantly if someone uses it, no matter how stealthy they are.

Altamira Monastery
A Night named Alphonso has been tightly bound and
hidden in a wine cask in the cellar. He suffers from
homicidal mania, but the Phantom Guards managed to
capture him “alive.” The Order keeps him locked away so
that they can make use of his Dark Blade, which would
dissolve away to nothing if he were killed.

In addition, there are still many artifacts hidden away within
the City of Shadows, and Knights will occasionally come
across one of them. To randomly generate an artifact from
the City of Shadows, roll once on the powers chart, and
once on the flaws chart. If you receive results that you don’t
like or that don’t make sense to you, roll again. For more
powerful artifacts, increase the number of times you roll on
each chart, rerolling duplicate effects. The artifacts should
be available only to Knights - the Order would kill any
non-member who knew of the City.

Powers
1-2: The object extinguishes all light sources within 15 feet
of itself. The light sources will relight themselves after
leaving the area of effect.

3-4: While worn, this object allows its wearer to see in all
forms of darkness without penalty.
5-6: The object is a form of firearm that fires bullets of
darkness. It does not need to be reloaded (although it takes
seven Actions to “recharge” after firing), and these bullets
inflict 2k2 damage to any living creature they hit.
7: This device allows its user to command his shadow to
attack a person standing nearby. The shadow elongates and

stretches, reaching up to
hands. The shadow’s stats ar
cannot be harmed by normal weapons,
light-based attacks directed at it inflict
both it and the user.

8: This object is a lk2 knife that allows i
the shadow from a living creature (with
and store it inside the pommel. While a
shadow like this, it receives a Free Raise to
rolls, but it cannot spend any
may be contained within the knife at a
may free the shadow currently captured w
any time. The knife does no
contain the shadow.
9: Reroll. If you roll
Crucible of Night, possibly
Shadows inside. Do

0: Incidental, but interestin
periodically, or seems to draw li
on Flaws table.

Flaws
1: Once used, the ite
some way. Those familiar with the ite
mark easily. The item inflicts one di
for every Round of constant use).
2-5: The item must be
regularly or it ceases to function (GMs option how
must be recharged and how lon
6-9: The item works only in t
0: The user gradually loses
artifact is used regularly for one month, the user
transformed permanently into a shad
touch anything, or use any of his normal
can move across surfaces. He cannot die,
sunlight will cause him to fade out
removed. Once completed, the process is irreversible,
effectively trapping him in an et
user stops handling the artifact

touching it again - he will
gradually return to normal.

Green Eve
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lling the Cauldron in the town, hoping to
Legion worshippers and kill them all at once.
ember of the Hieros Council,
fair idea what the Black Crosses are up
e (that is, they know what the Black
s to the Church; they know
er activities). They hoped
agment the Black Crosses
nting the Knights from spoiling its plans

an Inquisition spy who
n the Order’s plans. She
eeting place and listens
crack in the floor.

s Sanctuary is the contents of

could have been so mindeister’s order and his

Ffued a thin metal plate that
estroyed. Drawn on the plate
and a female human being,
e anatomical details. The drawings
4foot by &foot block of text in some
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ike a self-portrait... or an artist’s

Other Secrets
The Hierophant‘s Death
The Knights know that Hierophant’s recent death was not
caused by illness. They are aware that the Empereur of
Montaigne pushed him down a flight of stairs. While it
might seem unusual that the Order has not assassinated
L6on in retaliation, they have been powerless to act upon
this information so far. The Empereur is an incredibly
public figure, and is almost always accompanied by several
of the best swordsmen in the world. Undertaking such an
operation is no small task, and would almost certainly leave
evidence of the Order’s existence that the Empereur’s pet
Fate Witches could trace back to its source. Since the
Order’s secrecy is more important than avenging the
Hierophant, no assassination attempts have been made yet.
However, a more recent development has thrown the Order
into a panic. The Cardinal of Montaigne has gone missing
and is presumed dead, while the ten Montaigne
Archbishops have vanished - abducted by the Empereur’s
men according to the Order’s sources. Until they are
recovered, or proof of their death can be produced, a new
Hierophant cannot be chosen to lead the Church. Of
course, they could be replaced after a five year waiting
period, but such a long period of inactivity could be
disastrous. The Inquisition has used the opportunity to seize
a great deal of power, and their irrational actions are
threatening to topple the Church.

GMs should feel free to reveal this information to
Kreuzritter Heroes. More on the Hierophant’s death and
the archbishops’ disappearance can be found in the 7th Sea
Players’ Guide and the Montuigne sourcebook (pages 13 and

106).

What is the Barrier?
in over two hundred years.

The Barrier was erected by the Sidhe many centuries before
humanity ever became an issue. The Sidhe invested a great

deal of their power in this Barrier, and it was meant to keep
out their enemies, whom they had driven away.
Unfortunately, they overlooked one threat that seemed like
an innocent enough creature at the time. After all, it could
barely defend itself from the wild animals, so how could it
possibly pose a threat to the almighty Sidhe?

By tearing down the Barrier, that’s how. Thls pith1 creature
discovered a way to contact the enemies that the Sidhe had
cast out so long ago and made a greedy bargain with them.
For power.
For sorcery.
And then it ignored the fine print.
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Avalon for Sidhe activity, although they can’t afford to get
too close (Queen Elaine’s rise has made things very difficult
for them there). A few have even set up “schools of magic”
in Montaigne, encouraging young nobles to develop their
PortC powers.
These disguised Strangers meet each other in hidden places
where they share what the have learned and plot their alien
schemes in private. Secrecy seems to be their primary goal.
They never reveal themselves unless corner and only attack
when their security is threatened. For now, they seem
content to pursue their unknown agenda in anonymity.
Thankfully, no Stranger has yet reached a position of power
like the one Judith slew in front of the Hierophant. While a
few have attained influential positions, none has the ear of
a ruler or can shape government policy the way the
Hierophant’s advisor could. Die Kreuzritter have made it
difficult for them by watching the halls of power very
closely for signs of their activity.
Still, the threat they represent is incalculable. With secrecy
on their side, they can hatch untold numbers of sinister
plans. The Knights have tried to uncover any Strangers
masquerading as humans, but their small numbers prevent
them from making any serious progress. Until a Thalusai
actually exposes itself, die Kreuzritter can only remain
watchful and try to thwart the Strangers’ schemes as best
they can.

The Tools of the Thalusai
The Thalusai have an assortment of powerful artifacts to
assist in their machinations. These are usually light-based or
designed to fool the eye in some way. Some of these devices
are described below, although GMs are encouraged to
create more if they feel like it.

Disguise Ring
d or were unable to
have taken human

This artifact appears to be an ordinary diamond ring, but it
is really used by the Thalusai to quietly infiltrate human
society. First they capture a human whom they wish to
impersonate. The ring is placed on the human’s hand, and
the gem is twisted clockwise in its casing. This stores the

human’s appearance in the ring. After an image has been
stored, a Thalusai can then wear the ring and - by twisting
it counterclockwise - appear to be that human as long as it
continues to wear the ring.
However, the ring has several limitations. First, it doesn’t
affect any sense other than sight. Touch, smell, and sound
can all give the Thalusai away. Second, the ring’s ability isn’t
perfect. The Thalusai’s shadow can sometimes reveal its
true appearance if a viewer examines it carefully. Third, it is
dependent on an internal power source. If the ring is badly
damaged, the effect ends. Last, the ring can only hold one
image at a time, so they are careful to choose humans who
do not change their style of dress very often, such as
soldiers or priests.

Voice Necklace
This odd-looking amber necklace works like a disguise ring,
except that it allows the Thalusai to sound exactly like the
human who was wearing the necklace when it was
activated.

Light Battery
Many of the Thalusai artifacts require light to function, so
they devised a type of glass that can store light for later use.
Essentially, light moves very slowly through one of these
small chunks of glass, taking an entire year to move through
it. Thus, if it is left sitting in continuous light for one year, it
will emit continuous light for one year afterward. By rotating
two such batteries, a Thalusai can have a constant source of
light to power its artifacts.

Lens Knife
This artifact is a rod about five inches long and one inch in
diameter. At one end is a lens, and at the other end is a
compartment that holds a light battery. The lens is virtually
immune to the effects of heat, and it focuses light from the
light battery in the compartment at a point two to five
inches away from itself. This light is so precisely focused that
it can act like a blade, cutting through anything with a
melting point of less than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit. This

e, regardless of its wielder’s

Running a Stranger-based Campaign
GMs can run a fascinating Black Cross campaign based
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around the idea of discovering and ultimately uncovering a
Stranger posing as human. In most case, such an unmasking
should be the climax of a long series of adventures.
Strangers can? stand up to extended fights and their small
numbers make them inadequate as combat-fodder. They
should be the hidden masterminds behind lengthy schemes,
not sneering villains daring the Heroes to bring them down.
Instead, GMs should begin with a more mundane
conspiracy story that ultimately leads to the Thalusai at its
heart. Decide what the Stranger is trying to accomplish and
give it a group of unwitting humans to carry it out. The
Heroes can stumble across its plan and follow it as a
perfectly normal (though sinister) human plot. As they
unravel the conspiracy, they can encounter human minions
of the Thalusai - co-conspirators and the like - all of whom
believe they are serving a human master. Evidence of
otherworldly involvement should be obscure and indirect:
maybe they know the mastermind visits Syrneth ruins or
that the Knights once saw him in the Dark Paths for some
unknown reason. There might even be another monster
from beyond the Barrier, serving the Stranger like a trained
pet. The Heroes can dispatch the beast and still be in the
dark as to its true origins.

Only when they reach the latter stages of the story should
evidence of an otherworldly power come to light. Perhaps
they find their adversary’s living quarters cocooned like an
insect’s hive. Maybe they catch sight of its shadow at a
garden party, warning them that their foe may be more than
he seems. In the final climactic scene, the villain’s true
nature can be revealed and the Heroes come face-to-face
with the Strangers’ terrible threat. How will this knowledge
change them? If they defeat it, will they be able to go back
to their old lives or will they begin a new quest to rid the
world of this alien menace? Where they go from there is
entirely up to you.
The Black Crosses can play however large or small a role
you wish in this sort of campaign. If they suspect that a
Stranger is involved, they will monitor the Heroes from a

distance, perhaps providing indirect help if they wish.
Heroes who belong to the Order may be contacted by the
Hochmeister with instructions to keep their activities secret
or assigned a mission to investigate the Thalusai’s human
identity “as an enemy of die Kreuzritter.” How this affects
the story or exactly what help the Heroes receive from the
Order is completely up to you. Remember, the Knights
have no wish to reveal the existence of the Strangers to the
outside world. They attach strings to the help they give information in exchange for secrecy - and Heroes who
belong to the Order will be urged to keep their mission as
low-profile as possible.
The Strangers are different Erom most 7th Sea adversaries
and should be played as such. Don’t let their alien nature
intimidate you. In many ways, they are a secret society of
their own, with their own rules and hidden agenda. The
best way to handle them is by approaching them as a
creepier variant of, say, the Rilasciare or Novus Ordum
Mundi. With a little effort, you can fit them quite readily
into 7th Sea’s atmosphere of swashbuckling and sorcery
(albeit with a more horrific twist). Be ready to experiment if
you wish, and don’t feel bound by the information we have
presented here.

Thalusai (“Strange;)
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on more than one occasion. Others may exist, but the
Knights are currently unaware of them.
It is unclear what determines the motivation of a newlycreated Night. Judith, for instance, seeks the destruction of
every living creature in the world; to do that she must
escape the Dark Paths. Apparently, the Nights lose their
Nacht sorcery when they die. However, Judith correctly
believes that if she can acquire a Cloak of Shadows, it will
let her enter the real world when she puts it on and raises
the hood. Knights are under orders to keep the Cloaks out
of her hands at all costs.

Special Abilities: The Nights have two primary special
items at their disposal - shadow armor and the dark blades.
The creatures’ own energies generate these items, and if the
Night is killed (as normal, by sufferingDramatic Wounds
equal to twice his Resolve), they (and the Night) fade away
to nothing.
Shadow Armor: A Night can project black armor around
himself by spending one Action. The armor lasts as long as
he wants it to, but he can end the effect at will. While it is
in place, the Night rolls two extra Kept dice on Wound
Checks; whenever he fails a Wound Check, he divides the
amount he failed by in half (rounding down) before
suffering any additional Dramatic Wounds.

Dark Blade: This is identical to the Dark Blade described in
the Secrecy Chapter (page 78).
Becoming a Night: When a Hero is killed in the Dark
Paths, he will rise again as a Night after 24 hours. His Traits
are modified as listed above, though his Skills and Knacks
remain the same. In addition, he gains the ability to project
a suit of shadow armor and a dark blade at will. However,
he loses the ability to leave the Dark Paths (although a
Cloak of Shadows would let him escape), and he must roll
on the chart below to determine what form of insanity he
acquires as a result of the process.
1-3: The Hero becomes convinced that his undead state
can only be cured through some esoteric method, such as
retrieving a personal item or seeking forgiveness from a
wronged person.
4-5: The Hero becomes paranoid, feeling that everyone is
out to destroy him.He may try to fool others into believing
he is harmless, and then attack them when the opportunity
presents itself.
6-8: The Hero acquires a powerful hatred of all living
things. He will attack anyone he sees on sight.
9-Q: The Hero believes that he is still alive. He is unsure
why he is trapped in the Dark Paths, but he wants to get out
and carry on with his life as soon as possible. He notices
nothing wrong with his appearance and doesn’t remember
being killed.

Creating a Night: The simplest
to create it as a living character first
the conversion process above. Nights a
as Heroes, for obvious reasons.
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Of course, too much darkness and depression can make for
an unpleasant game. The players, just like the Heroes,
should be allowed to feel like their sacrifices make a
difference in the long run. The NPCs they help should pop
up again later, having turned their lives around thanks to
the Heroes. The Strangers should suffer setbacks to their
invasion when the Heroes deal them decisive blows.
Perhaps most importantly, never allow the sacrifice of a
Hero’s life to seem meaningless after the fact. When a Hero
pays the ultimate price in the line of duty, the monster
should be slain, the plot foiled, or the hostage saved. Even
if you intend for a story to have a tragic ending, you should
be prepared to revise it if one of your players is ready to
sacrifice a treasured Hero to stop that sequence of events.
That’s what heroism’s all about.
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Stealing the thunder from a Hero’s death is probably the
most demoralizing thing you can do to a player. Admittedly,
it can be an effective and tragic technique under the proper
circumstances, but think long and hard before using it in 7th
Sea. The players are encouraged to behave heroically
because very little can kill them. When one of them chooses
to behave heroically, knowing that his Hero will die, it’s not
necessarily a good idea to punish him for that. The player
may feel betrayed. Besides, you can bet that while the
players will be depressed for a while about the way Aaron
Thistledown sacrificed his life to save a young peasant girl,
they’ll always remember how his noble leap pushed her free
of the Villain’s deathtrap.
One sequence of events leads to a table filled with
depressed and angry players, while the other leads to a
memory that can last years, even though it never really
happened. GMs who make their players truly feel like
Heroes will never lack for players.
It’s all about walking the narrow line between tragedy and
nihilism. Things might be bad - the battle might seem to
be lost - but the Heroes can always make a difference, no
matter how small.
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Castilian Phantom
Guard
Traits
Brawn
Finesse
Wits
Resolve
Panache

Advantages
2
2
3
2
2

Membership: Kreuz.
Nacht Sorcery
Nightblade
Inheritance
Castille

(5)
(25)
(6)
(1)
(0)

Ar cana: Righteous

Civil Skills
Courtier
Dancing 1, Etiquette 3, Fashion 1, Oratory 1

Hunter
Stealth 3, Survival 1, Tracking 3, Ambush 2

Scholar
History 1, Mathematics 1, Philosophy 2, Research 2, Occult 1

Martial

Skills

Archer
Attack (Bow) 3, Fletcher 1

Athlete
Climbing 1, Footwork 3, Sprinting 1, Throwing 1

Knife
Attack (Knife) 3, Parry (Knife) 3

Income:
month

500G starting / OG per

Traits
Brawn
Finesse
Wits
Resolve
Panache

Advantages
2
2
3
3
2

Membership: Kreuz.
Acolyte
Ordained
Eisen

(5)
(1)

(4)
(0)

Arcana: Rash

Civil Skills
Criminal
Gambling 1, Shadowing 3, Stealth 3, Ambush 1

Scholar
History 1, Mathematics 1, Philosophy 2, Research 1

SPY
Conceal 1, Poison 1

Streetwise
Socializing 3, Street Navigation 3, Underworld Lore 1

Martial Skills
Athlete
Climbing 3, Footwork 3, Sprinting 3, Throwing 2

Crossbow
Attack (Crossbow)3, Fletcher 1

Fencing
Attack (Fencing) 3, Parry (Fencing) 3

Knife
Attack (Knife) 3, Parry (Knife) 3

Income:
month

90G starting / 30G per

Mon taigne Xssassin
Ad vantages

Traits
Brawn
Finesse
Wits
Resolve
Panache

2
3
2
2
2

Membership: Kreuz.
Swordsman School
Nightblade
Montaigne (R/w)
Inheritance

(5)
(25)

(4)
(1)
(5)

Arcana: Star-crossed

Civil Skills
Courtier
Dancing 1, Etiquette 3, Fashion 2, Oratory I, Seduction 1
Hunter
Stealth 3, Survival 1, Tracking 3, Ambush 1

Martial Skills
Athlete
Climbing 2, Footwork 3, Sprinting 1, Throwing 1

Knife
Attack w e ) 3, Parry (Knife) 3

Mortis School
Double-attack (Knife) 2, Riposte (Knife) 1, Throw (Knife) 3,
Exploit Weakness (Mortis) 1

Income:
month

2,500G starting / OG per

